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THE B~f?R B_~SINES~ BUREAU said college students are or.an 1aken adVan1age of by automoblle 
repair buslnessM. The BBB encourages students to bike measures to protect themselves. 
Fueling auto awareness 
AAA warns college car owners to be cautious 
BY MICHAEL HENRY 
Staff Writer 
When graduate student Kryst! 
Armen took her 1994 Nissan 
Sentra to Monro Muffler Brake & 
Service on Elmira Road in Janu-
ary, all she wanted was a new pair 
of front brake pads. Instead of new 
pads, she drove away with a les-
son in automotive repair - get a 
second opinion. 
At Monro, the service techni-
cian told her he would not install 
new brake pads unless she also 
agreed to have her rotors re-
placed, Armen said. She was also 
advised to purchase new struts and 
brake shoes for her car, she said. 
The total estimate for parts and la-
bor came to $758.11. 
"I don't know anything about 
anything when it comes to cars," 
Annen said. "I thought they were 
trying to screw me over." 
Annen chose not to let Monro 
perform the repairs because she 
did not have the money, she said. 
Annen said she felt the technician 
was trying to take advantage of 
her limited knowledge of cars. 
With a friend's recommenda-
tion, Armen brought her car to Karl 
Jaentsch, a local auto repairman on 
Hayts Road. She said Jaentsch re-
placed her brake pads, spark 
plugs and a bulb for $ll8.09. He 
told her that her car's struts and ro-
tors were worn but that did not 
need to be replaced in the near fu-
ture, she said. 
Jaentsch declined comment, 
except to say, "It's important to get 
a second opinion." 
Still upset about her experience 
at Monro, Annen filed a complaint 
against Monro with the Better 
Business Bureau of Central New 
York Feb. 26. 
See QUALITY, Page 4 
Student workers to receive raises 
BY AARON J. MASON 
News Editor 
Student employees at Ithaca College will see their pay 
increase by 60 cents per-hour come next semester, fol-
lowing the college's approval of a campus-wide mini-
mum wage increase. 
Effective Aug. 29, the college's minimum wage for 
all student employees will increase to $6.25 per hour for 
the 2001-2002 academic year. 
The raise is being made possible by a combination 
of funds from the college budget and the U.S. Depart-
me~t of Education, said Budget Director John Galt. 
Student employment supervisors were informed of the 
increase · last week in a memorandum from Barbara 
Barnes, assistant director of financial aid and student em-
ployment. 
The Department of Education has recognized the col-
lege's commibnent to student employment by increas-
ing its funding, clearing the way for the across-the-board 
wage increase, Barnes wrote. 
Galt said the increase also received approval in an-
ticipation of a national increase in the minimum wage. 
"What this allows us to do is to get way out ahead 
of the federal minimum wage," he said. 
• The current national minimum wage stands at $5.15 
per hour, while the minimum rate at the college is $5.65. 
Several bills have been introduced in Congress that 
call for increasing the f~erally-mandated minimum wage 
to $6.65 an hour by 2003. The current rate has remained 
unchanged since 1996. 
In addition, students spending this summer working 
at the college wm also see their salaries rise to $7 per 
hour. The new pay rate, effective May 14, is for sum-
mer employment only. 
The increase will help the college's recruibnent of stu-
dent employees in a competitive summer job market, Galt 
said, for those remaining in Ithaca during the summer. 
'The price of student workers has gone up all over the 
place in the summer," he said. !There's just more job ca-
pacity than students. We definitely rely on our student work-
ers. They're a necessity." 
Pulitzer winner 
explores his craft 
BY MEREDITH MACVITTIE 
Staff Writer 
Pulitzer Prize-winning car-
toonist and author Art Spiegel-
man painted a picture of the his-
tory of the form that has made 
him famous, puffing away on lm 
cigarettes during his visit to 
Ithaca College Tuesday night. 
A crowd of more than 400 peo-
ple packed into Emerson Suites to 
hear Spiegelman's speech, 
"Comix 101: A Tour of the Evo-
lution of Comics," which took the 
audience on a ride through a pic-
turesque past that explored the de-
velopment of comics. 
Spiegelman, who prefers to 
refer to comics as "comix" be-
cause the medium is a "co-mix-
ing of words and pictures," 
used slides of works by past and 
pres_ent artists in addition to his 
own works to show audience 
members how comics have 
changed with time. 
"Comics have been shifting 
into another zone," Spiegelman 
said. " If this wasn't happening, 
comics would be an endangered 
species. When cultural shifts 
take place, either a medium rein-
vents itself or tends to disappear." 
Spiegelman spoke briefly 
about his own work, including his 
Pulitzer Prize-winning books 
"Maus: A Survivor's Tale" and 
"Maus II," which documented his 
father's survival in a concentration 
camp. Spiegelman used mice as 
Jews and cats as Nazis. The 
books were the first Holocaust ac-
count presented in comic book 
form. 
Spiegelman, who designs 
cover pages for 'The New 
Yorker" magazine, also dis-
cussed how comics have 
evolved into what exists today, 
in the form of both comic strips 
and books. The fir~t strip!> be-
gan as full-page prints m the ear-
ly 19th century and led to the es-
tabh~hment of comic ~trip~ at the 
turn of the 20th century. he ~aid. 
Comic books fir~t gained popu-
larity during the l 920s, and 
their populanty has been lucled 
ever smce thanh to mvent1om 
like MAD Magazine and cumu.: 
superheroe~. he added. 
The 52-year-old artist also 
~poke about how he talked with 
famed-cartoonist Charles 
Schultz, the creator of Peanuts, 
on the day Schultz died. 
Spiegelman created several 
comics that were his own tribute 
to Peanuts. Schultz ca~d 
Spiegelman to compliment him 
on his work, he said. 
People attending the speech 
said they embraced the chance to 
hear the award-winning artist. 
"I came becau~e this was Art 
Spiegelman, who's a household 
name for me, and what he stands 
for and what the 'Maus' books 
represent, because one whole 
side of my family was killed in the 
Holocaust," freshman Jesse 
Goldberg-Strassler said. "Also 
because I worked in a comic book 
store back home. It was everything 
I expected and more." 
"I really liked his knowledge 
of the history and the working of 
comics as a medium," sopho-
more Owen Perry said. ·'I didn't 
know how much comics influ-
ence culture." 
Spiegelman is the second 
speaker for the School of Hu-
manities and Sciences' distm-
guished speaker series. U.S. 
Poet Laureate Robert Pinsky 
spoke at the college last spring. 
The college gave Spiegelman, 
a chain smoker, special penmssion 
to smoke in Emerson Suites dur-
ing his presentation. 
ONDREJBESPERAT/THEITHACAN 
PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING cartoonist Art Spiegelman spoke 
about the history of comics In Emerson Suites Tuesday. 
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Natii~~I International News 
Police use pepper spray as crowd control 
Several thou~and people took to the streets and the bal-
conies early Saturday following Penn State's 12-point loss 
to Temple in the NCAA tournament. 
As cans and bottles rained down, riot gear-clad police tried 
to disperse the unruly crowd. 
As revelers threw small firecrackers, police used pepper 
spray in their attempt to keep order. At least four people were 
visibly sickened after apparently being sprayed in the face. 
Emergency medical personnel were called around I a.m. for 
a report of a woman who needed stitches. 
Police detained at least four people after they failed to 
disperse when ordered, witnesses said. 
Several street sums were torn down, and at least one un-
successful attempt ~vas made to topple a hght pole. One sign 
was thrown mto a parked car.· 
The gathering began as something of a celebration of the 
men's basketball team making the NCAA's Sweet 16 for the 
first time since 1955. The Nittany Lions defeated Providence 
College and the University of North Carolina before losing 
to Temple Friday by a score of 84-72. 
Before the disturbance got out of hand, police were seen 
leading cheers and posing for photos. 
Chants of "We are Penn State" soon deteriorated into 
blocking traffic and throwing bottles. 
'Gladiator' wins Best Picture at Oscars 
This year's fast-paced Academy Awards show was so 
consistently unpredictable that one of the biggest surpris-
es came when Best Picture favorite, "Gladiator," actually 
won the award. 
Ridley Scott's ancient-Rome action film led the field with 
five Oscars, including Best Actor for Russell Crowe, but the 
top prize came just minutes after Steven Soderbergh received 
the Best Director award for "Traffic." 
Only twice m the previous 18 years had the Best Picture 
and Best Director winners not coincided, and up to that point, 
"Traffic" had won Oscars for all four of its nominations, In-
cluding Best Adapted Screenplay for Steven Gaghan, Best 
Supporting Actor for Benicio Del Toro and the editing award 
for Stephen Mirrione. 
Ang Lee's "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon" also had 
four Oscars under its belt: Best Foreign Language Film and 
awards for cinematography (Peter Pau), original score (Tan 
Dun) and an direction (Tim Yip). 
The Best Actress and Actor awards gave the Oscar im-
primatur to two established box-office stars. 
Julia Roberts, in the evening's biggest non-surprise, won 
the Best Actress award for "Erin Brockovich." 
Russell Crowe, whom many felt gave a superior perfor-
mance in the previous year's "The Insider," was honored for 
his rugged leading-man work in "Gladiator." 
Answers even harder after 2nd shooting 
The first time a local high school was shot up by a stu-
dent, Leonardo Morreno was able to explain it to his 6-year-
old daughter as the isolated act of a disturbed young man. 
The second time, the explanations didn't come so easily. 
A day after an 18-year-old Granite Hills High School stu-
dent allegedly shot up his school, wounding or injuring at 
least mne people, local parents found themselves walking 
down a sad and familiar road - talking to their children about 
balancing fear against the need to carry on with life. 
And they also struggled with the incongruity of two shoot-
ings in the same month m the same school district. 
In El Cajon, there was no unifonn reaction to the Granite 
Hills shooting beyond initial shock. Some parents lashed out 
at what they see as a lack of security and demanded that cam-
pus perimeters be secured. 
Others tried to define the shooting as another isolated in-
cident improbably close to the site of the March 5 shootings 
at Santana High School, six miles away. Perhaps they won-
dered whether it was more than coincidence. 
Fire in Kenya dorm kills 58 students 
Fire swept through a crowded secondary school dormi-
iury eariy Monday, killing 58 boys and seriously i11ju1iiig 
another 28, police said. 
"We have a strong suspicion of arson," police spokesman 
Peter Kimanthi said outside the charred walls of a dormitory 
at Kyanguli Secondary School near Machakos, a farming town 
30 miles southeast of the Kenyan capital, Nairobi. 
Kimanthi said 130 boys between the ages of 15 and 19 
had been sleeping in the building. A padlock on one of the 
two doors and iron bars on the windows prevented escape 
through those routes, officials and students said. 
K.imanthi said officials at the provincial school for boys 
~melled gasoline in the dormitory on Sunday, checked It but 
found nothing. 
Mackenzie Waema, 19, a student who was sleepmg in a 
~econd dormitory about 100 yards away, said gasoline had 
been spread throughout the other building, and it was burn-
mg in the center of the dormitory when he was awaken by 
~creams and pounding noises. 
Waema said student-teacher hostility could be a motive. 
At Kenyatta National Hospital in Nairobi, where nine of 
the injured students were taken, the father of one of the m-
Jured students said his son had told him of plans for a stu-
• CRAIG HOUTZNENTRE DAILY TIMES 
POLICE OFFICERS USE pepper spray to disperse a crowd in State College, Pa; March 24. Crowds had gathered and 
grown rowdy after Penn State lost to Temple In the NCAA Tournament earlier in the evening. 
dent protest against conditions in school. 
Vatican confirms Papal spring tour 
The Vatican said Monday that Pope John Paul II will trav-
el to Greece, Syria and Malta in May, stressing the trip is 
one of his pilgrimages to Biblical sites. 
Official confirmation had been awaiting approval by the 
Greek Orthodox church, which came last week. Historic hos-
tility toward the Vatican from the church in Greece had put 
that step in doubt. 
The 80-year-old pope will fly to Athens May 4 and leave 
the following day for Damascus. He will spend three nights 
in Syria. then fly to Malta for an overnight stay before re-
turning to Rome on May 9. 
John Paul will visit the stops as part of a Biblical pil-
grimage following the footsteps of the Apostle Paul. 
It will be the first foreign tour for the pontiff since his 
trip to the Holy Land a year ago. Foreign travel had been 
put on hold because of commitments at the Vatican during 
the 2000 Holy Year. 
The Vatican also said Monday that Cardinal Edward Clan-
cy has retired as archbishop of Sydney, Australia. He will 
be succeeded by Archbishop George Pell of Melbourne, the 
announcement said. 
Clancy, 77, had held the Sydney post since 1983. Pell, 59, 
has been serving as archbishop of Melbourne since July 16, 1996. 
Freedom Party quiet in Austria 
Controversial far-nght politician Joerg Haider remained con-
spicuously absent Monday, a day after his Freedom Party was 
trounced in elections for Vienna's city hall - a rout that sug-
gests growing national disillusionment with the rightists. 
Unofficial final results of Sunday's vote gave the So-
cialist 46.8 percent of the ballots, a nearly 8 percentage 
point increase over the last municipal elections five years 
ago. The Freedom Party remained in second place but lost 
nearly 8 percentage points to end up with around 20.2 per-
cent of the vote. 
The centrist People's Party finished third with 16.4 per-
cent, a slight gain, while the environmentalist Greens cap-
tured 12.5 percent, a 4 percentage point increase over 1996. 
Leading members of other parties linked the Freedom Par-
ty's loss in popularity to inflammatory statements Haider 
made during the campaign as well as the party's attempt to 
exploit anti-foreigner sentiment. 
Christoph Chorherr, the leading local Greens politician, 
said he was "unbelievably proud of this city, ... which de-
livered a clear defeat to xenophobia and anti-Semitism." 
Haider, who provoked an outcry with his comments that 
local Jewish leader Ariel Muzicant had "dirt on his hands," 
remained out of the spotlight Monday. His spokesman, Karl-
Heinz Petritz, told the Austria Press Agency that Haider would 
comment on the election results Tuesday. 
"Vienna is a city that is international, with no place for 
anti-Semitism and xenophobia," Mayor Michael Haupl, a 
Socialist, told supporters. 
The Socialists gained a controlling majority of 52 seats 
m the 100-seat assembly. They now govern the city in a coali-
CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Ellen R. 
tion with the People's Party. 
While the vote was restricted to Vienna, results also ap-
peared to reflect a loss in popularity nationwide for 
Raider's party. The Freedom Party already lost support in 
October and December in two provincial elections. 
Senate OKs ban on some campaign ads 
The Senate voted narrowly Monday night to ban late-cam-
paign advertising by advocacy groups such as the National 
Right to Life Committee and the Sierra Club, complicating 
efforts by Sen. John McCain and his allies to pass legisla-
tion reining in the campaign money chase. 
The vote was 51-46 on the proposal by Sen. Paul Well-
stone, D-Minn. He said he wanted to "plug one large loop-
hole" in the campaign finance bill that allows independent 
groups to pay for late-campaign attack ads while banning 
unions and corporations from doing so. 
The vote reflected the complicated political crosscurrents 
at work on campaign finance as McCain, Sen. Russ Feingold, 
D-Wis., and others struggle to hold together their coalition. Well-
stone is a supporter of the legislation, but many of those who 
sided with his amendment are not. Among them were Sen. Mitch 
McConnell, R-Ky., and Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss. 
The developments unfolded on the Senate floor as sup-
porters of the bill moved to solidify support on another front, 
edging close to internal agreement on a proposal to raise lim-
its on so-called hard money donations. Those refer to con-
tributions that individuals may make to candidates or par-
ties, and the ceilings have not been lifted since the mid-1970:;. 
The overall measure, advanced by McCain and Feingold, 
would ban so-called soft money, the unlimited, loosely reg-
ulated donations that flow to the political parties. It also would 
place restrictions on certain paid broadcast advertising in the 
weeks leading to elections - the provision that Wellstone 
sought to extend to independent groups. 
The vote came as the Senate moved into a second, crit-
ical week of debate over the legislation. 
SOURCE: TMS Campus and The Associated Press 
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" Delay of student e-mails 
to be resolved by today 
The student e-mail server, IC3 
has not been working properly since 
Saturday. 
The delivery of e-mails to stu-
dent accounts had been delayed. 
Students were able to send mes-
sages but not receive messages. 
According to the Academic 
Computing and Client Services 
Helpdesk, the problem has been re-
solved and students should re-
ceive all of their back-logged e-
mails by the end of the day today. 
For more information about 
specific e-mail accounts contact the 
ACCS Helpdesk at 274-3282. 
ABC News personality 
to d~liver Savitch speech 
Sylvia Chase, correspondent 
for the ABC newsmagazine 
"20/20," will visit Ithaca College 
next month as the speaker in the 
Jessica Savitch Distinguished 
Journalism Lecture Series. 
Chase, a 30-year veteran of 
broadcast journalism, will speak at 
the college's Emerson Suites April 
25 at 7:30 p.m. Her lengthy career 
includes work exposing social in-
juc;tice, consumer fraud, medical er-
rors and family distress. 
The Jessica Savitch series was 
established in 1992 by the family 
of the 1968 alumna to recognize 
Savitch 's influence in the field of 
broadcast journalism. Past guests 
have included NBC news anchor 
Ann Curry, ABC News anchor and 
NPR political analyst Fred Francis 
and NBC. anchor and chief Penta-
gon correspondent Fred Francis. 
Employment openings 
featured on new Web site 
The Student Employment Office 
is launching a new service on the 
World Wide Web to assist students 
in finding jobs around campus and 
volunteer opportunities in the 
greater Ithaca community. 
JOBSHOP, which will be ac-
cessible at www.ithaca.edu/finaid, 
will allow students at Ithaca College 
to view employment openings at the 
college for the summer and the fall 
semester. Off-campus community-
service-related opportunities will 
also be listed on the site, said Bar-
bara Barnes, assistant director of fi-
nancial aid for student employment. 
JOBSHOP will be demonstrat-
ed during the college's Student Em-
ployment Appreciation Day, 
which will take place Tuesday 
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Klin-
genstein Lounge, Campus Center. 
The fourth annual event is part of 
National Student Employment 
Week, established to recognize the 
value of student employment and stu-
dent employment professionals. 
Basketball tournament 
to benefit Make-A-Wish 
The Ithaca College Public Re-
lations Student Society of Amer-
ica is seeking students to partici-
pate in a five-on-five basketball 
tournament to benefit the Make-
A-Wish Foundation of Central 
New York. 
Students can sign up through to-
morrow from noon to 3 p.m. in the 
Hill Center. 
The tournament is scheduled for 
April 29 in the Hill Center. Each 
team is asked to raise a minimum of 
$50 for the day of the tournament, 
averaging $10 per person. 
All money, including the one-
dollar door admission charge, will 
go directly do the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation. 
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.. " ~ Sophomores Tracy Robinson , 1 , ~ · 
and Abigail Holley crinkled their • ~ 
noses at the smell of stale beer 
poured out of a 40-ounce bottle be-
fore they put it in a trash bucket Sat-
urday morning. 
The girls were among about 75 
students, faculty, staff and commu-
nity members who participated in the 
South Hill Cleanup, which concluded 
the college's fourth annual Celebra-
tion of Service. 
Robinson and Holley were 
joined by sophomore Jennifer 
Hallenbeck and freshman Jordan 
Ritter-Soronen in cleaning up Co-
lumbia Street, while other small 
groups worked on nearby roads. 
Robinson, the co-director of 
Literacy Education Addressing 
Reading Needs, said the work was 
fun because she shared it with the 
friends she made through Alterna-
tive Spring Break, a trip to Virginia 
to repair dilapidated houses. 
Holley said participation in 
community service is important to 
her because it makes a statement 
about a person's character. 
"It shows a lot about [ what kind 
of a] person that you are when 
you 're wiIJing to work for nothing," 
she said, as she picked up cigarette 
butts and newspaper from under-
neath parked cars. 
Senior Edward Kratil, a South 
Hill resident, was happy to see col-
lege students pitching in to spruce 
up his neighborhood 
"I think it's great that students 
are cleaning up the place since 
sometimes they trash it," he said. 
He also felt it was good for stu-
dents to be involved in the broad-
er community rather than being iso-
lated on campus. 
Many of Saturday's volunteers 
attended a reception Friday where 
:.:.,,, 
GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORES ABIGAIL HOLLEY, left, and Tracy Robinson participate In the Celebration of ServlCe 
South Hill clean-up project. They were among 75 participants in this voluntary activity. 
several college administrators 
served ice cream to students. 
The reception recognized the 
community service of students and 
staff during the year. Among those 
recognized were sophomore Angela 
"Muffey" Defelice, president of 
Habitat for Humanity, and Associate 
Professor Gwen Seaquist, business 
administration. 
-ception, the William A. Scoones 
Community Service award, which 
will be given in honor of the former 
chairman of the Day of Service, as 
the event was previously named. 
LeBlanc and Joseph Angelella 
stayed on-the-air for 50 consecutive 
hours to raise money for the Itha-
ca Breast Cancer Alliance. 
The marathon raised just over 
$3,000, which met the station's 
goal, LeBlanc said. 
Seaquist., who has been a Big Sis-
ter for 10 years, is the longest-run-
ning volunteer for One-to-One, as the 
program is now called. 
She also announced the ap-
pointment of Deborah Mohlenhoff, 
interim assistant director of Cam-
pus Center and Activities, as the 
new Community Service Coordi-
nator. Mohlenhoff's new position 
is effective April 1, Williams said. 
In addition to Saturday's 
cleanup and the marathon, the cele-
bration featured collections of 
items to be donated to needy people 
throughout the Ithaca community. 
Keynote speaker Amy Bonn of 
the United Way of Tompkins 
County spoke about the supplement 
community service can provide to 
classroom learning. 
"It's a great way to put what 
you're learning intellectually in ac-
tion," she said. 
Williams' participation in the 
celebration included visits to the 
MacCormick Secure Center, 
South Hill Elementary School and 
the Family Reading Partnership on 
Friday afternoon. Pictures of her 
visits were included in the slide 
show at the end of the reception. 
Librarian Jennifer Strickland, 
co-coordinator the Faculty Council 
Book Drive, estimated 400 books 
were collected. 
The Student Government Asso-
ciation collected six bags of clothing 
last week, said Jayson Pope, vice 
president of communications. 
President Peggy R. Williams an-
nounced a new scholarship at the re-
As the reception began at 4 p.m., 
radio station 106-VIC also kicked 
off its 16th annual 50-Hour 
Marathon. Juniors Matthew 
In addition, Staff Council col-
lected enough cans to fill a garbage 
can, said Laurie Rutledge, collection 
coordinator. 
ID changeover set to begin 
BY KIMBERLY BURNELL 
Staff Writer 
Prepare to pull a brand new ID card out 
of your wallet or backpack. 
Carrying an estimated price tag of 
about $30,000, the college will begin the 
process of replacing ID cards for all students, 
faculty and staff next week, said Registrar 
John Stanton. 
The move is in response to a new New 
York state law that goes into effect July I 
making it illegal for colleges and universi-
ties to use social security numbers as iden-
tification. 
Gov. George Pataki signed the bill in Au-
gust. 
All community members who currently 
carry college IDs will receive new cards with 
new ID numbers, while some individuals, pre-
dominantly juniors, will also have to have their 
pictures retaken. 
The new IDs will still display identifi-
cation numbers, but will feature a random 
nine-digit number that all students were giv-
en when they origmally applied to the col-
lege, as opposed to their social security num-
ber, Stanton said. 
Those students who received IDs pnor 
to Fall 1999 were given the former version 
of the ID card, which does not feature a pic-
ture of the Dillingham Fountain and Cayu-
ga Lake in the background. 
Beginning Monday, these students can go 
to the ID office in the Terrace Dinmg Hall 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to have their pic-
tures retaken and obtain a new ID. 
Gualtieri, access control systems manag-
er. 
Although junior Jayson Pope likes the 
idea of getting a new picture taken for h1~ 
ID, he said social security numbers are so 
easy to come by that changing student IDs 
is probably unnecessary. 
"Our social security numbers get plastered 
everywhere," he said. "It's a lot more acces-
sible than people think. If it's the law, I guess 
we have to follow 1t, and there's no way to 
change that without having a new ID." 
The new IDs will go into effect May 21. 
Students will continue to use their current IDs 
for the duration of the semester, 
The ID office will also be snapping pic-
tures and distnbuting new ID~ throughout 
the summer and next fall. Any students who 
do not get a new IDs this semester, such a!> 
students who are currently studying off-cam-
pus, can pick them up m the fall. 
To minimize traffic and lines, Gualtieri 
advised faculty and staff to wait to retrieve 
their new IDs unul May 21. 
College employee~· new ID numbers will 
be the employee numbers a!>s1gned upon h1r-
mg, he added. 
Although the replacement ID cards are 
free for students and faculty, each new card 
costs between SI and $1.50 to make. 111 ad-
dition to pnntmg cost~. Gualt1en said. 
Thomas Salm, vice president ol busrne~~ 
affa1rsi said there I!> currently no defmue 
outline of where all of the fund mg tor the 
conversion will come from, but said he \Viii 
find msutut1onal fund!> within the rnlle~c '!> 
budget to cover any execs~ cosb for-the 
project. 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX MORRISON/THE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS CAN PICK up their new ID cards Monday, 
which will no longer feature social security numbers. 
The ID office has pictures on file of all 
other students and.faculty, so they only have 
to pick up their new cards at the ID office 
begi_nning April 16, said Fernando 
Social security numbers will still be re-
quired of students for all financial ,ud and 
federal and state reports. Stanton 5a1d. 
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College celebrates 
Washington center 
New program inaugurated on Capitol Hill 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
Senior Writer 
Unlike at the presidential inau-
guration that took place Jan. 20, the 
mood was calm and the spirit high 
Sunday as more than 100 guests 
gathered on Capitol Hill to inau-
gurate Ithaca College's Washington 
Semester Program. 
The event served the dual pur-
pose of highlighting Washington-
area alumni accomplishments and 
recognizing the college's new 
presence m the nation's capital. 
filiate, while Prioletti, a communi-
ty health education major, interns 
at So Others Might Eat, which pro-
vides food and medical assistance 
to the homeless. 
"I love going to work in the 
morning and hate to leave at 
night," said Lovas, who chose 
Washington as an alternative to the 
Los Angeles Program. 
"This program allows students 
to gain practical experience 
through diverse opportunities," 
said President Peggy R. Williams, 
speaking to a crowd of alumni, stu-
dents, faculty and administrators. 
A semester in Washington is 
structured around a six-credit in-
ternship and two courses - U.S. 
Foreign Policy and Art and Archi-
tecture in Washington, Schlesinger 
said. Two or three one-credit semi-
nars are also offered each semester, 
each one relating to capital. 
Schlesinger said he would like 
the program to grow by incorpo-
rating a greater number of faculty 
and alumni. 
ROBERT B. BLUEY I-THE ITHACAN 
STUDENTS STUDYING IN the Washington program reside In this building on Connecticut Avenue. 
Schlesinger said the future of the The program, which is operat- That decision would depend on 
Washington Semester Program is ed in conjunction with Butler how the college wants to allocate 
promising - thirteen students are University, could expand to 20 or its resources for experiential pro-Only one student, senior Karen 
Roll, participated in the program 
last semester. This spring, it grew 
to serve nine students. 
Faculty members are already 
being courted to teach seminars that 
embody a Washington connection. 
planning to attend in the fall. 30 students, Schlesinger said. grams. 
Associate Professor Warren 
Schlesinger, accounting, who is the 
program's director, said this se-
mester's participants work in :i 
broad spectrum of internships. 
As for alumni, members of the 
Alumni Association's National 
Capital Chapter have already begun 
to help by serving as contacts for 
internships. The group is also 
working on a fund-raising cam-
paign to endow scholarships for stu-
dents who intern in Washington 
during the summer. 
BELTWAY INTERNS 
Fall 2000 and management. MSNBC's uHardball" with Chris 
Matthews, concentrating on pro-
duction. 
• Senior Karen Roll interned in 
the family health planning 
department of Development 
Associates, an international con-
sulting firm. 
Spring 2001 . 
• Junior Alex Dari on interns at 
the MCI Center, where she 
works with the Washington 
Capitals. 
• Junior Donna Lovas is working 
at WJLA, an ABC affiliate, where 
she works with the chief assign-
ment editor. 
"There's more to Washington 
than just the government," he 
said. "Students are involved in com-
munications, health care and the le-
gal field." 
Schlesinger credited Ivo 
Spalatin, the program's internship di-
rector, for finding and placing students 
at locations related to their studies. 
Junior Donna Lovas and senior 
Maggie Prioletti are two examples. 
Lovas, a television/radio major, 
works at WJLA, the local ABC af-
At the reception, Williams an-
nounced that the campaign's 
$25,000 goal had already been 
met. Jeff Selingo '95, chairman of 
the campaign committee, said the 
money would make it easier for stu-
dents to accept non-paid internships. 
Such funding could be available as 
early as summer 2002. 
• Senior Sarah Augustin works in 
the office of Sen. Ted Kennedy, 
0-Mass., focusing on health-
related issues. 
• Sophomore Erica Chaikin is 
interning at the National 
Rehabilitation Hospital, learning 
about hospital administration 
• Senior Ethan Erlich is working 
at the Emergency Administration 
Agency for the District of 
Columbia, planning for natural 
disasters and chemical/biologi-
cal attacks. 
• Senior Terry Huynh works at 
Shaw Pittman, a major law firm, 
where he specializes in finance 
and banking. 
• Junior Micah Kagan interns at 
• Senior Maggie Prioletti interns 
at So Others Might Eat, assisting 
nurses with medical services 
and education for the homeless. 
• Junior Adam Samler interns in 
the office of Rep. Marty 
Meehan, [},Mass., working on 
issues related to criminal and 
juvenile justice. 
Quality of automobile service stations affect condition of students' vehicles and ability to travel 
Continued from page 1 
Bureau Manager Warren King said com-
plaints from college students are not un-
common. 
"A lot of college students are ripped off 
and they're taken advantage of," he said. 
However, King emphasized that compa-
nies are given 30 days to respond to com-
plaints. Also.just because a customer files a 
complaint does not mean a business is guilty 
of unfair practices, he said. 
Ed Wojcik, Monro regional manager for 
Central New York, said neither the Elmira 
Road branch nor the corporate headquar-
ters has received a copy of Armen 's com-
plaint. 
"I wish she would have contacted me 
first," he said, adding that it is company pol-
icy to respond to complaints promptly and 
courteously. 
Robert Gross, CEO of Monro Muffler 
Brake & Service, said in a statement to The 
Ithacan, "We apologize to Miss Armen if an 
error in judgment was made and welcome the 
opportunity to have a headquarters repre-
sentative inspect her vehicle." 
But it may not be as simple as a question 
of right versus wrong. 
It is a shop's duty to inform the customer 
of all potential problems, including wear-
ing of parts, said John Bahry, manager at 
Cole Muffler on Elmira Road. 
Technicians have the right to stipulate 
certain repairs in addition to what the cus-
tomer requests if technicians feel that ne-
glecting to complete these repairs might cre-
ate a safety hazard, he said. 
A manager at Midas Auto Service Ex-
perts on Elmira Road who asked to be iden-
tified only as Kevin, said although he has 
no specific knowledge of auto repair 
shops swindling customers, he has heard 
that some businesses in Ithaca do take ad-
vantage of people. 
"I have heard too many stories, especially 
in this area since it-is a college town," he said. -
Armen said her age and sex leave her sus-
ceptible to unfair treatment. 
"I almost expect it as a young woman," 
she said. 
Kevin said college students in general 
might become complacent and be compelled 
to pay for repairs without getting a second 
opinion, particularly if they do not understand 
auto mechanics. Still, each technician is re-
sponsible for treating the customer with re-
spect, he said. 
"I don't care if it's a 17-year-old girl or 
an 85-year-old guy - I'm going to talk to 
them the same," he said. 'Tm going to tell 
them what needs to be done and let them 
decide." ! 
Jack Lord, a representative of AAA of 
Western and Central New York, said cus-
tomers can help themselves by obtaining a 
detailed written estimate before allowing any 
repairs to be performed. He also recom-
mended asking for a written guarantee that 
states its terms explicitly. 
"And getting a second opinion doesn't 
hurt," he added. 
CAR REPAIR TIPS FROM THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU 
When you visit a repair shop, ask these questions and look for the following: 
• Are the mechanics certified? Look for these certification designations: ASE, AAA. 
Also check to see if the certification is up-to-date. 
• Are the shop's mechanics supervised? 
• Does the.shop carry liability insurance? 
• What type of warranty does the shop offer on its repairs? Do you understand the 
warranty and what you must do to maintain the warranty? · 
• Deal only with a registered shop. Make sure there Is a green and white "Registered 
State of New York Motor Vehicle Repair Shop" sign outside the shop and a valid New 
York State Department of Motor Vehicles (OMV) registration certificate inside. 
Performing the repair: 
• Obtain a written estimate. 
. • Be sure you understand the work order, which is your authorization to have repairs 
performed. If additional repairs are made to your vehicle without your authorization, 
then the work order will document your side of the story in a dispute. 
• Stay with your car during your repairs. 
• Ask about any replacement parts that will be needed. Be sure the shop uses quality 
parts. 
• If a mechanic spots another problem, the shop should call you with an additional 
estimate. Use caution because there are some less reputable shops that report 
other problems that do not exist as a way to charge for unneeded repairs. 
•-Request the shop return your old parts. 
Additional tips: 
• You usually get what you pay for. A lower estimate by one shop may mean the shop 
misdiagnosed the problem with your vehicle. 
• If your car starts to sound or operate abnormally, do not just hope the problem will 
go away. Have your vehicle checked out. 
• Never reveal how little you know about cars. 
For more information, call the BBB at 800-828-5000 or go to www.syracuse.bbb.org 
for a BBB company reliability report. 
In Armen's case, Bahry said he would 
have insisted on installing new rotors if they 
were cracked or worn beyond use, but added 
that he usually does what the car owner re-
quests. He has patrons sign a docu~ent re-
linquishing Cole Muffler from liability if the 
customers refuse to authorize the suggested 
repairs, he said. 
The BBB recommends automobile owners 
deal only with repair shops that are registered 
with both the state and the Department of Mo-
tor Vehicles. It also suggests potential customers 
check to make sure a shop's mechanics are su-
pervised and certified. 
About 80 percent of the technicians at 
Monro's Ithaca branch are certified by the 
National Institute for Automotive Service 
Excellence, Wojcik said. The institute is a 
non-profit orga~ization that tests mechan-
ics to ensure they are qualified. 
Meanwhile, Armen claims her Nissan Sen-
tra is still working -old rotors, struts, shoes 
and all. 
"It's fine," she said, as she packed for her 
upcoming move to New Orleans, confident 
that her car can make the lengthy trip. And 
' in addition to the boxes filled with odds and 
ends from her apartment, she will bring with 
her an experience from Ithaca that has forced 
her to become more aware of her options as 
a car owner. 
"It is very important that people are aware 
of the quality and integrity of local business-
es," she said. 
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New undergraduate majors in the works 
BY CLARISSA BRUNDAGE 
AND DANIEL PRINCE 
Staff Writers 
Students may spot three new 
majors in the Ithaca College Un-
dergraduate Catalog during the 
next two academic years. 
The college approved a geron-
tology major for fall 2001. An in-
tegrated marketmg/commumca-
tions major and international stud-
ies major are pending approval for 
fall 2002. 
The New York State Education 
Department approved bachelor of 
arts and bachelor of science degrees 
in gerontology in February. The 
Gerontology Institute currently 
offers a minor in which 45 students 
are enrolled and a smaller, non-de-
gree certificate program. 
Both internal and external trans-
fers will be accepted for enrollment 
in the major next fall, with project-
ed enrollment set at IO students, said 
Gerontology Institute Director 
John Krout. He also said he hopes 
to build enrollment by IO students 
each semester toward a goal of 40 
students total. 
To accommodate the new major, 
two faculty positions will be 
added to the 17 professors who cur-
rently teach required and/or elective 
courses in the gerontology field, 
said Pamela Maybury, associate di-
rector and academic program co-
ordinator for the Gerontology In-
stitute. 
Maybury said the new major is 
important since the need for elder-
ly services is increasing. 
"There is a growth in the older 
population, and it's really affecting 
a lot of different organizations try-
ing to deal with the issues of aging," 
she said. 
The major will include a liberal 
arts foundation, interdisciplinary 
gerontology coursework, hands-on 
learning and a student-selected mi-
nor. Students will take classes in all 
five of the college's schools to com-
plete their degree requirements. 
Integrated marketing 
and communications 
The Roy H. Park School of 
Communications and the School of 
Business are collaborating on an in-
terdisciplinary degree called inte-
grated marketing/communications. 
The bachelor of science degree 
program will be a hybrid between 
the advertising/public relations 
concentration within the televi-
sion-radio major and the marketing 
concentration of the business ad-
ministration major. 
Assistant Professor Scott 
Hamula, TV-R, is a member of the 
committee developing the major. 
"The purposes of constructing 
the major are twofold," he said. 
"We take a look externally at the 
r marketing] industry, and internal-
ly at what we are offering our stu-
dents in terms of majors and minors 
... and we see how those two jive." 
Advertising agencies arc now as 
much about marketing and sales 
promotion as they are about ad-
vertising and public relations, 
Hamula said. 
Dean Robert Ullrich of the 
School of Business added that it 
makes sense to have students acquire 
business and marketing skills as well 
as communications experience. 
"This program will build 
bridges between the two schools," 
he said. 
Sophomore Jillian McGuire is 
applying for a planned stud1e~ 
major combining marketing, ad-
vertising and art history, and 
thinks' the program will be a good 
idea. She said 1t i5 beneficial that the 
schools are noticing their similar-
Jties and that their program~ logi-
cally combine. 
The maJOr is currently m what 
Hamula called the "product-concept 
testing" stage. A proposal ha~ 
been sent to experts in the field and 
to alumni. Based on their feedback, 
the committee will fine-tune their 
final proposal and present 1t to the 
college's Academic Policies Com-
mittee. Ullrich said he expects to 
obtain final approval by fall 2002. 
International studies 
A study abroad experience and 
a senior-level capstone da~s could 
highlight the curriculum for inter-
national studies ~tudents. 
Associate Professor Asma Bar-
ias, chairwoman of the politics de-
partment, also heads the committee 
creating what will be a "broadly 
based" bachelor of arts major 111 the 
School of Humanities and Sciences. 
Currently, international relations 
courses are taught within the poli-
tics department by Assistant Pro-
fessor Chip Gagnon. 
The program's integrated ap-
proach - which could include 
courses m economics, history, 
politics, sociology, religion, phi-
losophy, art history and environ-
mental studies - will prepare stu-
dents to deal with an increasingly 
interconnected world, Barias said. 
Foreign language study will 
likely be required, and study 
abroad will be strongly encouraged, 
she said. 
'"The challenge [of creating a mul-
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
CLINIC ASSISTANT PROFESSOR John Stephens, speech-language 
pathology and audiology, instructs students in his hearing loss for 
the elderly class March 19 in the Center for Natural Sciences. 
ti-disciplinary major} is finding the 
common experience that you want 
all students of this subject to have," 
said Gagnon, who has also been in-
volved in creating the major. 
If all goes as planned, Interna-
tional Studies would become a ma-
jor during the 2002-2003 academ-
ic year. The committee hopes to 
have a proposal ready to give to the 
Academic Policies Committee by 
the end of the semester. 
·-----·-- ----- .. _, -
NEXT WEEK: 
Read about the School of 
Health Sciences and 
Human Performance 
creation of a separate 
department of sport 
studies in the April 5 
issue of The Ithacan. 
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Speaker analyzes HQ\ocaqst, t 
BY DANIEL PRINCE However, Berger said he was dis- studies at Florida Atlantic Uni-
Staff Writer appointed that the Pope has not yet versity and author of eight books 
taken the same step. on the subject, was brought to the 
Tensions continue to plague re- Berger· ·referred·· to several college by · Professor Elaine 
lations between Jews and mixed signals sent by both Jews and Leeder, sociology, and Assistant 
Catholics because of their respec- Catholics, while also explaining· the Professor Barbara Johnson, an-
tive responses to the Holocaust, a theological and historical factors thropology. The pair is currently 
L-teading Holocaust 5-cholar said that have impeded mutual under- developing the college's Jewish 
Monday night. standing. studies program. 
Alan Berger, the first guest m the As long as Jews still see the Freshman Micah Karg, a student 
Jewish Studies Lecture Series, de- cross as a symbol of persecution in a· cll.lss- Leeder readres ·on the 
livered his speech "Mixed Signals.~.:.; and inJUStice, and Catholics c~n- Ho!ocauS\', -attendecf {11e: speech.'' '· 
and Missed Opportunities: t1nue to vie,v Judaism as uan ·1n .... · · ''I'm · interested in my her-
Catholic/Jewish Relations After complete religion," relations cannot itage," he said. "Only a few mem-
thc Holocaust" to a crowd of· improve, he said. bers of my family survived the 
about 150 in Emerson Suites. However, Berger focused on Holocaust, so I feel I want to learn 
In h15 discussion of post-Holo- hopes that even these deep theo- about it." Karg was specifically in-
caust history, Berger emphasized·- logical issues , and . emo_tional terested in Berger's analysis of the 
that Jew5 and Catholics have per- :· wounds can be healed if both reli- papa_! letter "We Remember: A Re- _ ., . , .. ,.. · RICHARD,U_~l5'.T.:rW ITH/\CAN 
petuated old misunderstandings '· gions set aside "allegiances to in- flect10~. o~ the Shoa~ [Holo- ·~_OLOCAUS'r S,CHOLAR ALAN BERG~R, the first spea~~r in the 
and created new ones as they tried, stitutions" and attitudes of spiritu- caust]; ·which was rubhshed t:"o Jewish Studies Lecture Series, explains post-World war U relations 
to cope with genocide. · ·at superiority. years ago by Catholic leadership. between Catholics and Jews Monday night in Emerson S_ujtes. 
For instance, Berger said, He said Jews and Catholics Betge~ explained that the docu- " · · · ·· ~ - · 
French and German Catholic should honestly criticize · their ment was an attempt by the pope -·-who knew Bergt!r" during his term During:Berger's· two•day visit, 
bishops have taken a positive step own historical actions and views to- to heal wounds created by past mis- as a dean at Florida Atlantic Uni- he spoke to three classes and met 
by adm1ttmg that the Vatican was ward the other religion. understandings. versity, said he was pleased with the with faculty and administrators. 
wrong to remain silent about the Berger, the undergraduate di- Jim Malek, provost and vice inaugural lecture in the Jewish Stud- Malek said he expects the series to 
Holocaust during World War II. rector of Holocaust and Judaic president for academic affairs, ies Series. be an annual event._ _ 
Teach-in discussion tackles current issues of racism and classism 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Staff Writer 
Students engaged m a 45-
minutc dialogue about race, class, 
privilege and freedom at a teach-in 
sponsored by the African-Latino 
Society and the Young Democrat-
ic Socialists Tuesday at noon. 
What began as a lecture on 
racism from Associate Professor 
Asma Barias, chair of the politics 
department, turned into an audience 
discussion on issues of race. 
"All of us who are born m a 
racist society are racist," Barias told 
the crowd of 40 in-Textor 10 l. 
When a white person commits a 
crime, Barias said, it is seen as an iso-
lated incident. But when a black per-
son becomes a criminal people 
view it as part of a larger problem. 
She said the burden then falls on 
blacks to prove they are not all crim-
inals. Instead, the burden should be 
on whites not to embrace racism. 
"There's no way to talk about 
rape without talking about· male 
power," she said. "I still haven't 
found a way to talk about racism 
• con·ven·1ence 
Something that increases comfort or saves work 
without talking about white power." 
Jason Crane, an Ithaca-area 
union organizer who attended the 
teach-in, took issue with Barias. He 
suggested that whites should act 
positively and· embrace accep-
tance rather than dwelling on the 
negative aspects of race relations. 
"We should not look at it as a 
white, dominant group that has to 
prove itself not evil," he said. 
Associate Professor Fred 
Wilcox, writing, was in the audi-
ence and encouraged the students 
to include class structures in their 
discussion of racism. 
"It's difficult to talk about 
racism without talking about 
class," he said. "You tell a white 
guy doing 15 years to life in Atti-
ca [prison] for carrying coke that he 
has an advantage and he's not go-
ing to understand that." 
Barias responded to Wilcox, 
agreeing that poor whites do not 
have the same advantages as 
wealthy whites. 
"But poor white people can still 
look down the ladder at someone 
else," she said. 
At the end of the teach-in, stu-
dents encouraged their peers to try 
to cause changes at the college. 
Freshman Selina Musuta told au-
dience members to approach ad-
ministrators and ask why the cam-
pus is more than 90 percent white, 
while senior Jerrill Adams sug-
gested students break from their 
usual habits. 
"If you see a group of black stu-
dents sitting in one of the TV 
lounges [in the Campus Center], go 
in," he said. "They're not going to 
bite." 
We 
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Campus Safety Log_ 
_ - ! nc1dents 
Mardi 13 
•MVA 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Caller reported an Ithaca College 
vehicle was struck by another vehicle while 
parked on campus. 
Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
• Larceny 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller stated a $100 check was 
taken from a deposiL Check found at the Of-
fice of the Bursar. Case unfounded. 
Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Property 
Location: Z-lot 
Summary: Found cell phone. 
March 14 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 26 
Summary: Nonstudent residing with a stu-
dent in violation of college policy. Student 
to be referredjudic_ially for responsibility of 
guest. 
Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: E-lot 
Swnmary: Officer reported a stop sign had 
fallen off its post. Physical Plant notified to 
fix sign immediately. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
March 15 
•Larceny 
Location: Williams Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that tools were tak-
en from a contractor March 13. 
Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
March 16 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: James J. Whalen Center for Music 
Summary: Staff member advised Campus 
Safety of difficulty in getting students to leave 
building when it closes. No further descrip-
tion of subjects. Staff member was advised 
to call Campus Safety if there is any further 
trouble. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Morch 18 
• Larceny 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported laptop computer was 
stolen from residence hall room over Spring 
Break. Item valued at $1,200. It was later dis-
covered that a friend had taken it for safe-
keeping. Matter referred for judicial review. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Caller reported that unknown per-
sons entered a residence hall room over break 
and broke the strings on the caller's guitar. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
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March 1 3 to March 1 8 
• Property 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Custodian discovered assorted 
items sitting on the bench of the north en-
trance foyer. Unknown owner. Items placed 
in large bag and left in dispatch. 
KEY 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - driving while intoxicated 
ICCS - Ithaca College Campus 
Safety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA- resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - vehicle and traffic violation 
HAVE AN INTERESTING NEWS STORY? 
WRITE FOR THE ITHACAN NEWS STAFF 
• 
n1n 
Contact news editors Jennifer Hodess, Aaron Mason 
and Ellen Stapleton at 274-3207 . 
If you plan on 6tudying abroad during the summer or fall of 2001, on any affiliated or non-affiliated program, 
you mu6t contact the Office of International Program6, Ithaca College requires that you complete paperwork,. 
including an IC Study Abroad Application and Petitions for Tran6fer Credit, prior to your departure. ff this 
paperwork is not completed, you will not be able to receive credit for your study abroad program. 
ALL STUDY ABROAD PAPERWORK MUST BE COMPLETED AND TURNED IN TO THE 
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS BY MONDAY, APRIL 16, 2001 
All Summer and Fall 200 I study abroad students 
must attend a study abroad orientation session. 
There will be four orientations held. Make sure you attend one! 
*Tues., 4/1 0, 12: I 0-1 :05 
South Meeting Room 
*Wed., 4/18, 6:00-7:00 
South Meeting Room 
* Thurs., 4/ I 2, 12: I 0-1 :05 
South Meeting Room 
* Thurs., 4/ I 9, 5:00-6:00 
North Meeting Room 
For more Information, please contact the Office of International Programs at 274-3306 
Student Employee 
PROSPECT/1/E INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS . -
-
' 
' 
. 
WANT TO TALK TO YOU!!! 
The Office of Admission is looking for 
international students attending Ithaca College 
to volunteer for the International Pen Pal 
Program. Volunteering is easy and can be done 
from your own room! The program involves 
corresponding via e-mail to answer questions 
about Ithaca College through an international 
student's eyes. If you are a student interested in 
helping prospective international students, or 
would like more information about the 
International Pen Pal Program, please contact 
Lana Bodach at Lbodach l@icJ.:1thaca.edu. 
. ~-
"'."-,.. :..- ___ -;,, • •,: !., ,~. • ' ·:·~ ·---=-· ~;- ,; t 
NYS Colleges and Universities 
Virtual Job Fair will have you riding 
the sweet wave of success! 
. _ . __ ~ .Jv1~r~p. [~ ~- to May 31 
.Over -~QQ ~r,g~pizati~ns from across 
New ·York· State will search for 
. . . .. 
p9tential1_employees at this 
.· , ·- Web.:.basedjob fair. 
Win a FREE 
Laptop C"on1puter. 
To rcuistcr, uo to 
.... ...... 
\V\V\V. nysvi rtualj obfai r.org. 
Click on Student ;_111d ,\lun1ni SL'I"\ ices 
and i'ollo,\ thL' instructions. 
Sponsored by the office of Career Services. 
Visit our Web site atwww.ithaca.edu/careers. 
1fl~ Vueeet 
2~/1~';~&~ 
Ait,,tit·-2 m- 7, ;" 2001 · ~- -. 
· Featured Filmmaker Deepa Mehta, 
award-winning director of"Fire" and "Earth" 
(Free screenings Thursday and Friday at Cinemapolis)* 
Sharon Willis, author of "High Contrast: Race 
and Gender in Contemporary Hollywood Fil~." 
Monday 7 p.m. Park Auditorium 
Screenings with Visiting Artists: 
Sharon Lockhart, Leah Gilliam, Branda Miller, 
Peggy Ahwesh, Mel Friedling, Larilyn Rivchin, 
Mara Alper _and Ann Curran. 
Tuesday to Saturday (Ithaca College) * 
Roundtable and screenings with scholars* 
* All e~ents · are: fre~: and open to the public. 
For detailed schedule of events, free tickets to 
Cinemapolis screenings or master class sign-ups, 
· contact B. Terrell, 375 Park Hall, 274-3896. 
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Applications for 2001-2002 
Editor in Chief of The Ithacan 
an~Editdr in.Chief of The Cayugan 
l,··-. 
{; .. 
\ 
_ _:- .. -are\1vailal;>le in 326 Roy H. Park Hall 
'.and a·fe due by _noon on Thursday, April 5. 
Applicants will be interviewed by 
the Board of Student Publications 
on Tuesday, April 10. 
The . 
acan 
The Newspaper for the Ithaca College Community 
You are invited ... 
to attend the Board of Student Publications meeting 
to ask questions of the candidates. 
The board, an advisory body to The Ithacan and The Cayugan, will also 
be available to hear questions or concerns about the publications. 
· The meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 10, 
in 220 Roy H. Park HalL 
.. Q_uesti.ons? ·contact Michael Serino, 
Manager ·of Student Pub I ications, at 2 7 4-1036. 
. • . ; ; ,. ? • _. r ~ '; ! .. : , • ' • • : , ._ ; , - ~ :. 
. - ~ : : . . .. - : -
,• -, 
' . ' . ·',::' .. 
.,_ 
.. ··-·---·--""'-------·-- - ,. __ ., . .._-- .. - ···-------·-- .. ,_ ........ -... -
The Ithacan AWARDED SILVER CROWN FOR 1999-2000 
NAMED BEST COLLEGE WEEKLY IN 
THE NATION FOR 1999 
NAMED BEST COLLCGE NEWSPAPER 
IN NEW YORK FOR 1999 
~ ·f!i~n ion) 
Editorial 
Den1ocracy requires 
vote on Sodexho issue 
"This is democracy, that is hypocrisy." 
This was the rally cry of Sodexho Marriott protesters last Friday 
afternoon outside the Snack Bar in the Campus Center as they once 
agam took their case for dumping the food service provider to the peo-
ple. 
What exactly 1s democratic about these continuing protests? 
Admittedly, the protesters' activities express dissent, first about the 
companies' presence and now about President Williams' decision. This 
dissent is healthy and 1s a necessary part of any society, especially a 
democratic one. Where would a society be without the presence of a 
questioning voice? 
Still, dissent is only one part of the democratit:: process. In order 
for true democracy to exist, there needs to be a vote and a decision 
needs to be made based on what the majonty expresses as its opin-
ion. 
Nothing like that has occurred in this situation. Instead, a group of 
concerned community members have banded together to fight for what 
they believe in. Admirable, yes. But free speech and civil action alone 
do not constitute democracy. 
Admittedly, the actions of the administration have not been de-
mocratic either. But the administration does not pretend to be a democ-
racy. The college's board of trustees hired President Williams to make 
decisions that allow the college to continue operating. She makes these 
decisions with the advice and assistance of other higher education pro-
fessionals. Their job is to maintain an effective learning and teaching 
environment. If everyone had to vote on every decision, precious lit-
tle learning and teaching would occur. 
Because this is a fairly liberal institution, the college actively so-
licits the input and opinions of every community memb_er. Students, 
faculty and staff sit on nearly every campus committee and have a voice 
m almost every decision the college makes. And usually, this system 
works. 
But occasionally a situation comes along that requires something 
a little more formal. The college's Sodexho issue is one of those sit-
uations. · 
The protesters and President Williams have reached an impasse. 
Williams has made an informed decision while following the guide-
lines of the protesters. However, they are not pleased with the deci-
sion and have vowed to continue fighting until they get the answer 
they want. 
Since the protesters are continuing their action in the name of democ-
racy, the issue should be put to a vote. The question would be sim-
ple: "Should the college keep Sodexho Marriott as its food service 
provider? - Yes or No." 
A day could be picked and tables set up all over campus. (The Itha-
can and SGA could staff the tables.) Every member of the college com-
munity should be able to vote. Data from the Payroll Office and the 
Office of the Registrar could be combined to put together a fairly com-
prehensive list of community names - one name, one vote. . 
What would a vote accomplish? Most importantly, it would show 
the community interest level in this issue. While a fairly low voter 
turnout would indicate that most people just don't care and leave the 
college back where it started, a fairly high voter turnout could indi-
cate a few different things. 
If the numbers were overwhelmingly in support of"dumping Sodex-
ho" then it might demonstrate that President Williams should recon-
sider her decision. If the numbers are overwhelmingly against elimi-
natmg Sodexho then maybe the protesters should think about back-
ing down. 
A dead even result would show that the community is still engaged 
m this issue and that further protests, teach-ins and meetings are war-
ranted, if only to reach a consensus. 
The community needs to find out what sort of solution democracy 
might offer, if only to find out just what that word means here at Itha-
ca College. Allow democracy to operate before invoking its name in 
protest. 
ltliacan 
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Students treated unfairly 
In the March 22 article 
''Weapons Confiscated," Tize Ithacan 
wrote a sensationalistic story that un-
fairly compared students at Ithaca 
College with students at Columbine 
High. 
The Ithaca students were guilty 
of owning real-looking, spring-
loaded, plastic guns that shot plas-
tic BBs. The students were not 
guilty of owning guns capable of 
killing a squirrel or breaking the 
skin of a human even at point-blank 
range. The Ithacan made the guns 
out to be a threat comparable to the 
rampage of school shootings 
across our country. This is simply 
untrue. The toy guns looked real but 
were only toys. 
As a student involved in the in-
cident, I realize that purchasing the 
guns was not a wise idea. I feel, 
however, that the way it was re-
ported was one-sided. There was no 
report that the police officers' 
room searches turned up nothing or 
that the police made a student 
search his friend's room after the 
friend left for Spring Break. 
There was no report that the po-
lice officers who originally appre-
hended the "dangerous weapons" 
played with the guns, shot each oth-
er with the guns and even mentioned 
that they might purchase a gun for 
their own personal use. This author-
itarian harassment was ignored by 
The Ithacan. 
There was no interview of stu-
dents involved in the incident. The 
Ithacan dogmatically printed the 
side of police officers without even 
a thought to the students involved in 
the incident. The student's rights and 
most importantly their feelings 
were ignored. 
BEN GARVEY '03 
Dissection should stop 
There has been publicity about 
Trulie Nobis, a Monroe Communi-
ty College student who has chal-
lenged the dissection requirements of 
her biology class. Ithaca College also 
requires students to dissect animals 
in order to successfully complete cer-
tain biology courses. 
Ithaca College should eliminate 
Letters 
dissection from the science cur-
riculum. Students can learn biolo-
gy from plastic models or comput-
er programs. 
I have a People For the Ethical 
Treatment of Animals video, 
"Classroom Cutups," which, 
among other horrors, shows cats, 
rats and other animals writhing in 
agony after being injected with 
formaldehyde. Animals suffered 
hellish experiences and painful 
deaths to become "specimens" at 
Ithaca College biology labs. 
The decline in frog populations, 
due in large part to their widespread 
use for dissection, has permitted the 
multiplication of crop-eating insects 
that frogs ordinarily eat, resulting in 
crop destruction and increased use 
of dangerous pesticides. 
Serial killer and child molester 
Jeffrey Dahmer said cutting up an-
imals in science class marked the 
beginning of his fascination with 
mutilation and death. On the oth-
er hand, dissection requirements 
have prompted some students, 
who might have become fine doc-
tors, nurses or scientists, to 
change career goals rather than to 
do something they believed was 
unethical. 
The fact that some universities, 
including several prominent medical 
colleges, have stopped using dis-
section or vivisection (experiment-
ing on or cutting up live animals) 
demonstrates it is unnecessary to use 
animals for this purpose. Ithaca Col-
lege students should lay down 
their scalpels and '1ust say no" to 
dissection. 
JOEL FREEDMAN 
Animal Advocates 
of Upstate New York 
Story was sensationalist 
Am I the only one who found 
last week's article on Ithaca Col-
lege's "gun problem" to be a bit 
ndiculous? Comparing six kids_ 
running around with pellet guns to 
the_ Columbine· and- Santana High 
School tragedies is like comparing 
the atrocity of the Holocaust to 
calling someone a derogatory 
slur. 
This is another sickening exam-
ple· of:sensationalistic journalism,-
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and it is too bad those six students 
are now labeled crim_inals. 
· DOUG GAGNON '02 
YDS has 'gone too far' 
I believe YDS' recent actions, in 
attempts to prolong the "Dump 
Sodexho" movement and be-
smirch the College Republicans, 
have gone too far. Further protest re-
garding the Sodexho Decision is su-
perfluous since the administration 
has made a logical and thorough de-
cision after months of research, ne-
gotiation and thoughtful discourse. 
· Resorting to colorful '70s cos-
tumes with artificial afi:os and 
"Peggy" signs to promote events in 
addition to propagating unsubstan-
tiated accusations to demote the 
Reginald Jones event were the 
straws that broke the camel's back. 
However, I do not think the 
broader ideas presented by the 
anti-Sodexho campaign should be 
overlooked. A famous adage ad-
dresses this well: "You must solve 
problems from the root." 
Why doesn't YDS find a com-
mon cause to protest against that the 
Ithaca College community can ral-
ly behind instead of continuing to vi-
olate judicial codes and spread pa-
thetic propaganda that only exacer-
bates tension and interrupts the free 
and open expression of ideas? 
ROGER CUSTER '04 
College has·'failed itself' 
I have been proud to contribute 
to my alma n:iater every year since 
I've graduated. This year, howev-
er, I will norbe writing a check to 
the college. And many of my 
friends who have -previously con-
sidered doing so will ·not either. 
Why? Because Ithaca College, an 
institution I love, has failed. It has 
failed its ~tudents.-lt h_as failed gen-
See LETTERS, page 14 
- ~ - - . : 
The Ithacan welcomes_ ciirrespo11-
de11ce from· all ·readers:. Please 
i11c/11de your name, phone ·number, 
year oj graduation .. and/or. your 
organizational or college title/ posi-
tion .. Letters must be 250. words or 
less and signed. The:._ Ithacan 
reserves the" fight to:edit.letters for 
length, clarity and tasre. - ·· 
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Bush fails to address global warming 
SEAN VORMWALD 
Guest Commentator 
Recently, President Bush revoked a campaign 
promise to regulate carbon dioxide emissions 
from electricity-producing power plants. 
Carbon dioxide, or CO2, is the main 
"greenhouse gas" attributed to global warming. 
When released into the air from burning fossil 
fuels such as coal, oil, gasoline and natural gas, 
COz traps heat in the atmosphere, resulting in 
wanner average global temperatures. 
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, a United Nations organization com-
prised of 2,500 of the world's leading climate 
experts, estimate the Earth's temperature will in-
crease 10 degrees Fahrenheit by the next century 
from human greenhouse 
gas emissions. 
Although this may sound 
insignificant, such a 
change would greatly 
disrupt the Earth's climate 
and have devastating ef-
fects on society and the 
environment. Higher tem-
peratures are likely to result 
in raised sea levels, which 
would submerge coastal areas and swallow small 
islands, displacing billions. 
Weather patterns are likely to become less 
predictable and more extreme, resulting in more 
frequent and violent storms and increased 
flooding and droughts. This is likely to result in 
more damage to buildings and have deva:;tating 
impacts on food production in certain areas. 
Wildlife is also likely to be adversely effected by 
the rapid change in climate. 
The scientific community has reached a 
consensus that global warming is happening 
because of increased levels of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere due to burning fossil fuels. While 
most of the world's leaders recognize the reality 
and severity of this issue and have responded with 
governmental measures to address it, the United 
States has failed to do so. Bush's decision 
perpetuates the U.S. 's ineptness regarding this 
issue and puts the American economy, future 
generations and each of us at risk. 
Carbon dioxide is not regulated since it is not 
KNIGHT-RIDDER TRIBUNE 
CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS, like those released from cars, are causing global warming. 
President Bush announced that he will not regulate C~ emissions from power plants. 
considered a pollutant under the Clean Air Act. 
This is outrageous, considering that CO2 is per-haps the most harmful pollutant coming from our 
smokestacks and exhaust pipes, and it will have 
devastating impacts throughout the entire world. 
President Bush has - not surprisingly -
caved in to the pressure of the fossil fuel industry, 
which has the most to lose if action is taken. This 
strong lobby has had a major influence on U.S. 
energy policy, both domestically and inter-
nationally, and continues to be an obstacle to 
stopping global warming. 
The United States could reduce its CO2 
emissions significantly by regulating emissions 
from industry and increasing fuel efficiency 
standards in automobiles. These steps, along 
with developing renewable energy sources, such 
as wind and solar, would have a positive impact 
on our economy and would actually make us less 
depet_ident on foreign oil and its rising cost. 
Also, by spurring industry to develop energy 
efficient technologies and alternative energy 
sources, the United States would remain 
competitive with other countries that have 
already begun to seize these technologies. 
I urge both Congress members and the public 
to work to push our government to stop caving in 
to corporate pressure and stop global warming by 
regulating carbon dioxide. In addition, we can 
reduce our contribution to this problem by 
driving less, using less electricity and heat and 
taking other measures to conserve energy. 
Sean Vormwald is a senior Environmental 
Studies major and co-presidenr of ICES. 
The Other Opinions page welcomes unsolicited 
essays, commentaries and debate. For further 
i11fonnation, please call Opinion Editor Julie 
Cochran at 274-3208. 
lthTheacan . . 
lhquirer: What do you think of Gail Sheehy as this year's commenc~ment speaker? 
, , I was kind of disappointed 
[because] as students one of the 
common things that we all hold is 
academic honesty, and she was 
accused of plagiarism. , , 
- ANNA FORMICHELLA '01 
, , I'd rather have Fonzy. , , 
·- JOE LLANEZA '01 
,, How can somebody who 
wa~ concerned with plagiarism 
be commencement speaker for 
the upcoming graduating class? 
I just think it's a total contradic-
tion. ,, 
- HILIARY HUMBLE '01 
• 
, , I don't know too much 
about her, but I think they 
should have gotten somebody 
else, someone everybody can 
relate to. They should have got-
ten Quincy Jones. , , 
- JOE ANDERSON'01 
, , I find it surprising that a col-
lege would get somebody who 
was accused of plagiarism, but 
I've heard she's a good speaker 
and probably has a lot to 
say. ,, 
- ERIN BULL '01 
,, I don't know who she is.,, 
- JORDAN COE '01 
In My 
\A/ordls 
KEVIN FLINN 
Rational thought 
is not to be found 
When did we stop thinking? 
At what point did we decide that 
logic and Judgment were as uselc~~ 
at attempting to bargain wJth Peggy 
Williams? I think the dawn of the 
ushered in a 
general con-
~en~us that 
rational 
thought wa~ 
too much to 
handle. So. 
w1thmoromc 
aplomb, we 
decided to 
flip sensibility 
the proverbial 
bird and tum to the Dark Side. 
What sounds like something out 
of a Kurt Vonnegut novel is sadly 
occurring every single day: 
humanity is getting progressively 
dumber. And it's not just President 
Bush, Taco Bell's publicity 
department or David Spade (15,000 
years of human artistic endeavor 
culminate in ... "Joe Dirt"?). 
Millions of people are struck down 
daily by utter stupidity, and 
unfortunately things are going to get 
far worse before they get any better. 
Why is this blockheadedness so 
dangerous? Because it deludes 
people into believing the XFL and 
giant statues of Michael Jackson are 
good ideas. It assures people that 
putting Aerosmith, Britney Spears 
and N'Sync on the same stage is a 
win-win situation. It's the primary 
motivation behind the Edsel, bell-
bottoms and Crystal Pepsi. 
We're all guilty - there's no 
escaping the fact that intelligence 1s 
plummeting like the Mir space sta-
tion. You may think the South Hill is 
safe from the assault, but you 
couldn't be more wrong. In case 
you were too busy watching MTV's 
"Spring Break" debauchery-fest 
and missed it, the college has now 
reached the pinnacle of daftness 
with last week's entry into the 
Stupidity Hall of Fame: The Bogan 
Hall Air Pistol Debacle. 
In what only can be described as 
flagrant disregard for intelligence, 
Ithaca students officially now have 
nothing better to do than scurry 
through their dorm hallways brand-
ishing replica handguns, firing pel-
lets at each other's naked butts in the 
shower. Obviously some of us don't 
take the warning at the beginning of 
"Jackass" seriously enough. 
I pity the fools who thought the 
college hit rock bottom of the dull-
witted barrel in spring 1998 when 
an anonymous caller phoned in 
bomb threats to Friends and Textor 
Halls - from Wegmans. The 
bomber ingeniously decided to go 
to the one place in Ithaca with more 
video cameras than the MGM 
Grand and attempt to place an an-
onymous phone call. Little did we 
know, three years later the bomber 
would be out-dumbed by some 
bored freshmen with pellet guns. 
As for Bogart's young Lee Har-
vey Oswalds, I suggest they begin 
rallying support for the YDS prison 
reform campaign just in case their 
April 23 hearing doesn't tum out in 
their favor. 
Kevin Flinn s In My Words 
appears in this space every other 
week. E-mail him at: 
kflinn I @ic3. ithaca. edu . 
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JOU~NeY IN10 11-1£ IMA<ilNA1ION ... 
HYPNOSIS 
Tickets $2 at Campus Center ticket window, 
$3 at the door. 
Wednesday, April 4 
Emerson Suites 
8 p.m.-
-~~, 
J/ 
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The Ultim:e Mind,rip 
····.!. ;;~.- -_Catherine Deneuve David Morse 
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Creating new images 
Asian-American movie directors 
challenge stereotypes. Page 14 
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Fest features female films 
COURTESY OF ZEITGEIST ALMS 
SHABANA AZMI, top, KULB-
HUSHAN Kharbanda and Azrrll, 
mlddle, and Nadlta Das. bottom, 
are shown In scenes from "Fire," 
dlrectad by lndo-Canadlan film-
maker Deepa Mehta. 
Award-vJinning director Deepq, Mehta opens Women Direct series 
BYSAMI KHAN 
Staff Writer 
Deepa Mehta, Indo-Canadian 
filmmaker and controversial di-
rector of the critically acclaimed -
feature films "Fire" and "Earth," 
is coming to Ithaca College as the 
inaugural James B. Pendleton 
artist-in-residence. 
"We wanted to bring a major 
woman filmmaker, and we all love 
[Mehta's] work," assistant professor 
Barbara Adams, writing, said. 
From April 2 to 7, a dozen in-
ternationally renowned filmmakers 
and scholars will join Mehta for the 
Women Direct Festival & Sympo-
sium. At 20 years, it is the longest 
continuously running film series on 
the Eastern seaboard. 
Festival organizer and Professor 
Patricia Zimmermann, cinema 
and photography, said the festival 
is programmed the opposite of a 
multiplex. 
"We give space to ideas that 
wouldn't get space in the com-
mercial mainstream," Zimmer-
mann said. 
The content and format of 
Women Direct are a reaction to 
commercial films, she said. 
"Women are usually repressed in 
the major [film] festivals," said se-
nior Rachel Knowles, a cinema and 
photography major. 
Zimmermann said she and 
Adams wanted to create a public fo-
rum where feminist issues and films 
by women could be discussed. 
Traditionally, Women Direct 
has been a year-long film series, 
similar to Cinema on the Edge, but 
this year it will take the form of a 
six-day festival and symposium. 
The change in the size and format 
of the film series is to celebrate 20 
years of feminist film, Adams 
said, and Mehta will be the 
keynote speaker. 
Mehta came to international at-
tention with her first feature "Sam 
& Me," the story of a friendship be-
tween an Indian immigrant and an 
elderly Jewish man. At the 1991 
Cannes Film Festival, the film won 
the first ever Honorable Mention in 
the Camera D'Or category. 
"Women Direct presents not 
just film but provides a venue for 
broader discussions of the world," 
Zimmermann said. 
Several · years after "Indiana 
Jones," Mehta directed the ac-
claimed films "Fire" and ''Earth" that 
examined the Indian subcontinent. 
Both "Earth" and "Fire" will be 
screened at Cinemapolis. 
"Water" was intended to be the 
last movie of Mehta's trilogy that 
began with "Fire" and "Earth," but 
filming in the holy city of 
Varanasi was forced to shut down 
after protesters, led by Hindu na-
tionalists, destroyed the set. They 
objected to what they perceived as 
negative stereotypes of Indians. 
''The West refuses to acknowl-
edge our achi- evements in any 
sphere but is only interested in our 
snake charmers and child brides. 
"Fire" re-
counts the story of 
two manied 
women, who are 
frustrated with 
their respective 
marriages and 
tum to each other 
for fulfillment. 
'' We give space to 
ideas that wouldn't 
get space in the com-
mercial mainstream.'' 
And people like 
Deepa Mehta 
pander to 
them," the Indi-
an magazine 
''The Week" re-
ported. 
"Earth" tells 
the tragic love 
-PATRICIA ZIMMERMANN 
Professor, cinema and 
photography 
Adams said 
Women Direct's 
panels and dis-
cussions will 
story of a Hindu woman and a Mus-
lim man in Lahore. The 1947 
bloody partition of India into Hin-
du and Muslim states serves as 
backdrop for the film, and the Jove 
story parallels the religious tumult. 
Associate professor Asma Barias, 
politics department chair, who was 
born in Pakistan, said the politics of 
the films are questionable. 
In "Earth," complex ethnic and 
religious differences are reduced to 
the binary opposition of good vs. 
evil, and there is a passive accep-
tance of Hindu nationalist claims 
about a united India, she said. 
"If one does ctioose to make a 
film about a form of genocide, I 
think one must then be willing to a<;-
sume the burden of examining it in 
a careful, complex and nuanced 
way," Barias said. 
The panels and roundtables of 
Women Direct will attempt to ad-
dress some of the problems that arise 
from the politics of representation. 
contextualize the presented works 
and address social issues. 
She said that the political and 
controversial nature of Mehta's 
work is one of the aspects that ap-
peals to her. 
"Women Direct is a way of look-
ing at films as a social medium -
not only considering them as film 
text or entertainment," she said. 
Other participants in the festival 
and symposium include experi-
mental photographer and film-
maker Sharon Lockhart, film 
scholar Sharon Willis, film histori-
an Scott MacDonald and physician 
Abraham Verghese. 
Verghese's novel "My Own 
Country" was turned into a film by 
Mira Nair. 
For more infonnation contact 
Barbara Terrell at 274-3896 or at 
bterrell@ithaca.edu. 
Senior writer Rodrigo Brandao 
contributed to this story. 
FESTIVAL SCHEDULE 
Festival Highlights: 
Monday, April 2 
•Sharon Willis lecture: "High 
Contrast: Hollywood in Black 
and White" 
7 p.m., Park Auditorium 
Tuesday, April 3 
•Screening and roundtable: 
"Girls Around the World,· 
with Jill Swenson and 
Carolyn Byerly 
9:25 a.m., Park Auditonum 
•Screening: Mira Nair's "My 
Own Country" 
5:30 p.m., Park Auditorium 
Wednesday, April 4 
•Screening and roundtable: 
Filmmaker Deepa Mehta: 
"The Canvas of Cinema: 
Performance, Costumes, 
Music and Mise-en-Scene' 
2 - 4 p.m., Park Auditorium 
•Screening: "A Retro-
spective· with filmmaker 
Sharon Lockhardt 
7 - 10 p.m., Park Auditorium 
Thursday, April 5 
•Screening: "Fire" 
6:30 p.m., Cinemapolis 
Friday, April 6 
•Roundtable: 'Feminism 
across Borders: Visualizing 
the Nation• 
1 - 3 p_m., Park Auditonum 
•Screening: "Earth" 
6:30 p.m., Cinemapolis 
Read Sami Khan's inter-
view with Deepa Mehta in 
the next Ithacan. 
LI 
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Hollywood images 
challenged in films 
Asian-American work shown in Park 
BY GRACE DOBUSH 
Staff Writer 
in various ways are in a dialogue with what 
Hollywood has presented about Asian-
American experience." 
Did you ever dream you'd be watching a Marchetti hoped that the films would show 
"what Hollywood says documentary called "My 
America ... or Honk if you 
Love Buddha"? Renee Taji-
ma-Pena's 1996 documen-
tary was one of many films 
showcased at a presentation 
of the Asian American In-
ternational Film Festival 
on Monday and Tuesday in 
about Asian-Americans 
'' These are all·films and what is missing." 
that in various ways 
are in a dialogue with 
what Hollywood has 
Park Auditorium. t d b t 
The films shown repre- presen e a OU 
She noted that although all 
of the films were made by 
Asian-Americans, not all 
films from AAIFF neces-
sarily dealt with Asian-
American issues or even 
starred people with 
Asian heritage. 
sentcd the best films from the 
past few years of the festival. 
There were narratives, ani-
mated films and experimen-
tal films, created by film-
makers of Asian heritage 
from around the world. 
A · A · The AAIFF has grown Stan- mertcan from a festival screening 
experience.'' 10 films in a New York 
-GINA MARCHETTI City library in 1978 to · 
Associate Professor, what it is today: a five-day 
cinema and photography experience attracting 
Festival director Vivian Huang and film-
maker Eric Lin were present for the screen-
mgs and a master class. Huang has worked 
with the festival since the mid 1990s. Lin is 
a graduate student studying film at New York 
University. 
8,000 to 10,000 people 
every year. 
"My America" documented Tajima-
Pefia's cross-country road trip that she took 
m hopes of discovering more about Ameri-
ca and her Asian-American identity. Other 
films included Lin's "Chinatown," a creepy 
narrative based on an actual animal-rights 
protest in San Francisco, and a number of in-
stallments of Ann-Marie Fleming's mini-
malist animated series "Stick Girl." 
The festival occurred during regular film 
courses in Park and the m_aster class with 
Huang and Lin took place during Marchet-
ti 's cinematic subcultures class. In the mas-
ter class the students played a sort of festi-
val programming game, where they 
screened shorts that were submitted to the film 
festival and decided whether or not they 
would hypothetically include them. 
JEN CHANDLER/THE ITHACAN 
VIVIAN HUANG SPEAKS about her contributions to film during the Asian American 
Film Festival held Monday night in Park Auditorium. 
Huang gave the master class participants 
an idea of how she chooses films for the fes-
tival, noting overall time restraints and sub-
ject matter as being of importance. 
night's program. "Like how people of dif-
ferent ethnicities fit in the American culture, 
how they're portrayed in different films, es-
pecially through time." 
"[The films] are certainly not Hollywood 
productions," Associate Professor Gina 
Marchetti, cinema and photography, said in 
an introduction, "but these are all films that 
She said she had three films about Japan-
ese internment camps last year that were all 
well made and festival-worthy. Of the three 
she said she could only include one without 
having to change the focus of the whole fes-
tival to adapt to the recurrent theme of in-
ternment camps. She chose the most avant-
garde of the three to show support for film-
makers whose only outlets are festivals such 
as AAIFF. She expected the other two doc-
umentaries to be picked up by PBS. 
"(The films] covered a lot of topics we've 
done in the American Film class," said fresh-
man Kimberly Volk, who attended Monday 
The Asian-American Film Festival was 
part of the Department of Cinema and Pho-
tography's ongoing Cinema on the Edge pro-
gram and was co-sponsored by the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs. 
Asian actors' roles not limited to ethnic stereotypes 
Festival director and filmmaker 
talk ab~ut culture and change 
BY GRACE DOBUSH 
Staff Writer 
Asian-American /11ternatio11al 
Film Festival Director Vivian 
Huang and filmmaker Eric Lin, a 
graduate student at New York 
University, came to Ithaca College 
Monday as part of the Cinema 011 
the Edge program. Huang and Lin 
spoke to students during the 
screenings and in a master class. 
Staff writer Grace Dobush dis-
cussed the festival and the state of 
Asian-American filmmakmg with 
them in the faculty lounge of Park 
before their master class Tuesday. 
GD: Vivian, how did you begin 
working with Asian CineVi-
sion'? 
VH: I started out as a journalist in 
a local Chinese newspaper, and I 
started covering the film festival, 
which was how I got to know 1t. 
After a few year!, I was invited to 
be part of [ the fest1 val 's] selection 
committee, and after that I started 
working with them on program-
ming. At the time they had this sec-
tJOn called Cinema and Society, and 
I was helping tr.em with a Ta1-
wane!>e film - Taiwan 1s where I'm 
from - and I just became more and 
more involved. In 1996 I became 
the festival director. 
Eric, how long were you an in-
tern at the film festival? 
EL: I interned at a festival in San 
Francisco for one season in 1997. 
And when I came to New York, I 
sought out ACY I got an e-mail that 
they were looking for a program co-
ordinator, so I applied and met with 
Vivian. 
Now that you're at NYU, are you 
working on more projects? 
EL: Yeah, NYU's program is 
pretty rigorous. First year, we 
made films each semester, and then 
the second year, you devote the 
whole year to one film. But I 
haven't had time to finish any of 
them, but yeah, I'm constantly 
working on films. 
Are there any noticeable effects 
that Asian-American films 
have had on Hollywood in the 
past few decades? 
VH: Well, "Joy Luck Club." But 
it's always here and there, you 
know. It's not hke with Afncan-
Amencan films, where there's a 
con!,tant stream of them. Asian 
face!, just pop up now and then. 
But "Joy Luck Club" was one of 
the first A~ian-Amencan films 
that wa~ produced by Holly-
wood, and has gamed the mo!>t 
commercial succc~s. 
EL: I thmk what Asian-American 
films have been able to do i!> pre-
sent the idea that Asian-American 
actors can be more than what we're 
see111g. You have all these Hong 
Kong stars fleeing Hong Kong and 
coming to Hollywood, but 
they're still playing villain roles, 
like Jet Lee in "Lethal Weapon 4." 
But then you have people like Ken 
Leung and John Cho, you know, 
they're popping up in these roles 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
FILMMAKER ERIC LIN, a graduate student at New York University, 
spoke at the Asian American Film Festival Tuesday. 
that aren't Asian-American, just 
like normal actor people. Ken Le-
ung was in "Keeping the Faith;" he 
was this major supporting charac-
ter and it was hilarious, but 1t was-
n't like he was Asian-American. 
And he wasn't playing a villain; he 
was an interest111g character. And 
that shows that this talent is out 
there. The Asian influence is com-
mg 111to America, but when Amer-
ican films are using the actors that 
are coming over, they're still 
framed like an outsider. 
If someone had an interest in 
learning more aoout Asian-
American film, what films 
would you recommend that they 
sec? 
EL: "Chan is Missing." It's like the 
semina: film. It was ("Joy Luck 
Club" director] Wayne Wong's 
first film and the first Asian-
American film to be released the-
atrically. 
VH: I think what we saw [on Mon-
day], "My America," is great in 
helping explain the identity issues 
that concern Asian-Americans. 
And Ang Lee's "Wedding Ban-
quet" includes Asian-Americans 
who are not in Asian roles. In main-
stream cinema, Asians have to pop 
out with certain reasons. Like, there 
is a Chinese restaurant, so we need 
some Asians there, because we 
have an herbal shop, a delivery boy, 
a doctor. With the "Wedding Ban-
quet," the people are just there. 
/ 
EL: "A.K.A. Don Bonus" is a pro-
ject from Spencer Nakasako. He 
gave a camera to this Vietnamese 
youth in San Francisco and just had 
him record his last year in high 
school. It did a lot for giving a voice 
to the underrepresented Asian 
communities. "Who Killed Vincent 
Chin?" is another documentary 
that's kind of seminal. 
In "Chinatown," in the scene with 
the singing fortune cookie, how 
did you choose the song (''This 
Land is Your Land") that the 
cookie was going to sing? 
EL: Oh yeah, I have an obsession 
with fortune cookies. Fortune 
cookies are not Chinese at all. 
They were invented in San Fran-
cisco as a treat to cater to what the 
tourists were expecting in China-
town. What's interesting to me is 
how the Chinese catered to outside 
notions in order to survive. 
Chinatown was a ghetto and sur-
vived because they turned it into a 
tourist industry. Chinatown got 
destroyed in the 1906 San Francisco 
earthquake and one Chinese busi-
nessman took it over and said 
'we're going to renovate it and 
make it look like what people ex-
pect China to look like.' They have 
pagodas and lanterns everywhere, 
but if you go to China it doesn't 
look like that. They were fabricat-
ing realities to fit the notions of a 
larger society just to survive. And 
that's an interesting tension, what 
I wanted to capture. So the fortune 
cookie singing "This Land is Your 
Land" was a kind of metaphor for 
me. And then she eats it and 
throws up blood. 
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StUdents pack Odyssey 
for 1.thaca Jazz Festival 
Jam sessions showcase local and college performers 
BY JOHN TABIN 
Staff Writer 
The Odyssey buzzed Friday night with the 
sounds of four simultaneous performances, 
with audiences filling every corner of the 
building to hear the First Annual Ithaca Jazz 
Festival. 
The Jazz Festival was sponsored by Itha-
ca College Jazz, and all the performers were 
somehow connected to Ithaca College. 
Though billed as "First Annual," this event 
actually grew out of IC Jazz events at the 
Nines over the last two years. 
"It's really a Jazz Festival now," said IC 
Jazz Co-President Paul Merrill. "At the 
Nines we only had room for, like, two bands," 
while at the Odyssey 17 groups took the four 
stages. "We outgrew the Nines pretty quick-
ly." . 
IC Jazz uses.performances like this one 
as fundraisers to support their other activi-
ties, which include jazz education outreach 
programs at local schools and bringing mu-
sicians to the Ithaca College campus. 
The night began in the Lounge, a space 
in the downstairs barroom fitted with a small 
stage and couches for spectators, where RBD 
led a jam session at 7 p.m. in which various 
performers joined in, or sat in for the gui-
tarist, bassist and drummer of the trio. Since 
the bulk of the evening performances did not 
start until 8 p.m., the jam session served as 
something for the many performers to do 
while they waited, as well as a live perfor-
mance to greet incoming audience members. 
The Lounge hosted smaller groups well-
suited for the venue. The jam session was fol-
lowed by ·performances by the W.E.L.T. 
Quartet - a keyboardist, guitarist, bass play-
er and drummer -.then by senior keyboardist 
Paul Fowler and saxophonist Jack Wagner. 
Fowler's entire-body bounced behind the keys 
with the rhythm. When Buttah took the stage, 
the audience, by then well-buzzed by several 
hours of drinking, was dancing on the carpeted 
floor in front of the stage. RBD finished the 
night off with their jazz fusion stylings after 
subduing their rock influence during the 
straighter jazz jam session. 
The informality of the venue, as well as 
the large number of friends and acquaintances 
among the musicians, was apparent as An-
drew_ Battles, RBD's prodigiously bearded 
bass player, mock heckled the W.E.L.T. Quar-
tet as they paused to re-tune, shouting "play 
some music!" 
Meanwhile, the Main Stage, where there is 
no seating, but plenty of dance floor space, 
hosted larger ensembles that could get the 
crowds shaking. The first was Los Bandidos, 
who played Latin jazz as the small, early crowd 
attempted to Latin dance with varying success. 
The next was the Swingin' Jive Patrol, who 
let the audience practice their swing-dance 
moves. The CSMA Ageless Jazz Band fol-
lowed, playing old standards like "New 
York, New York." Finally the IC Jazz Labs 
took the Main Stage for the rest of the night. 
The Martini Bar, a small space upstairs, 
hosted groups with one or two musicians. Ju-
nior acoustic guitarist/singer Brian Cassag-
nol was the first at 8:45 p.m., though his pop-
folk style seemed out of step with the 
evening's theme. Professor Steve Brown, mu-
sic, and his son Miles played guitar and up-
right bass, prompting one overheard barfly, 
who seemed amusingly unaware of the Jazz 
Festival going on around her, to complement 
the music as she ordered her drink. 
Junior Bora Yoon played last, incorpo-
rating both new material and songs from her 
L~0 SCUBA Dive. 
You have always wanted to: 
Why Not Now? 
Class starts at Ithaca 
Thursday 
March 29, 2001. 
7p.m. 
Hill Center Pool 
Add GIPPIE 664-00500 
(Scuba Level 1 ). 
Safe-Easy 
Affordable. 
Taught by: 
National Aquatic Service 
Syracuse, NY 
1.800.SEA DIVE 
1.800. 732.3483 
Bring a swim suit, towel and a friend. 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
London ............. $316 
Paris .............. $366 
Amsterdam ...... $385 
Tokyo ............... $644 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Sophomore Eric Swanger, juniors Brian Lane and Christopher 
DeGraw and sophomore Timothy Smith perform at the Odyssey Friday with JazzBones. 
album reviewed last year \n The It/wean. She 
apologized for mixing in her non-jazz 
work, such as the album's excellent opening 
track "Sip." On songs where she played key-
board, she was accompanied on guitar by se-
nior Nathan Kaiser. Otherwise, she played 
guitar and sang by herself. 
Wednesday Jazz Lab, said this performance 
was the "most fun I've ever had." 
On the Upstairs stage the IC Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble kicked off the evening. They sang, 
among other things, an arrangement of 
"Amazing Grace" by Horace Boyer, who vis-
ited the IC campus earlier this year. They 
were followed by the No BS Quintet, IC Jazz 
Bones and the well-received improv group 
Ra-Cha-Cha. 
Sophomore Jeffrey Ball, who played trom-
bone with the No BS Quintet as well as the 
>free of hassles 
>free of rip offs 
>free for you with 1 0 friends! 
Looking for a tnp of a lifetime with other 18-35 
year olds without the lifetime payment plan? If 
you want to meet new friends, have lots of 
exciting, unforgettable adventures, then Con!ik1 
is your answer! 
... Get 10 friends to go 
and you'll go free! 
>European Discovery frorn $975 
14 d.Jys 1ncluC,ng ,-'\ms:crd.::im. Par1:,. Jn(1 Romt1 
>Beaches and Reefs frorn $905 
14 d ... -ry tw of A1.x.:.ra."·a·~ East c0&.t from Sydflt..'Y to tht1 G..1m1..1 Re.)(!! 
>Greek Island Hopping from $899 
14 days fcatu~1ng Sanlonr.i, Paro~, Jnd Mykono<., 
$25 off any tour for AAA members* 
_o& 
~;~~cv~Uono 
tor 18 to 35 yoar oJda 
r· r.,1w·•1•,.')(1l(-<'r''Y01.Jl"'J' • 
,v~.: yr..:1.r AAA niWDI Agency 
o, cal 607-273-6727 
·s.r.-,-,g, ava,lablo when puma,od by AM momoor, IIV'cxzy, MA Travel 
AoonclO!I Orly somo rostnct013 apply Pricc3 .:re LYld cnty and do not 
ncldo al'f¥tt E.xpcncoco Conl:lkJ With D goup of fncnd3 bookod on tho 
same tnp 01 tho s.'.JTIC llmo an:, tro 11th pcr.,on traYCts froo °' ovrryono in 
yo.x i,oup !JC15 I 0% off 
Like many of the IC performers, he pre-
ferred the venue to the regular performances 
in Ford Hall that mm,ic students play. 
"At Ford, it's like people think it's a 
chore," Ball said. "There's no one smoking, 
drinking, having a good time [at on-campus 
recitals]. Here it's different- people want to 
be here." 
That assessment seemed correct, as the au-
dience grew steadily. The line extended out 
the door for most of the night. A typically 
positive audience reaction was that of junior 
Ryan Vooris, who said the night featured "a 
lot of great IC music that you don't get to 
see normally." 
e!TTIN~ DfOIICII 
!Off! Ul'll Y? 
HOT FOOT SHOES Mon-Tue 11-5 
122 N Aurora St Wed-Fn 11-8 
256-4949 Sat 11-5 
Check out 
more music 
reviews 
ONLINEo 
www. ithaca. 
edu/ithacan 
..,. 
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Accent 
Briefs 
"Side Show''premiers tonight 
Ithaca College Theatre will present the 
musical "Side Show" beginning tonight at 8 
p.m. in Clark Theatre. 
The show features sophomores Brooke 
Jacob as Daisy and Brooke Sciscio as Vi-
olet, two conjoined twins who toured the 
world in carnivals, circuses and side 
shows. Based on a true story, the musical 
portrays the conflicting personalities of the 
twins. 
Associate Professor Lee Byron, theater 
arts, directs the production. 
Performances will continue Saturday at 
2pm and 8pm and also run Apnl 2 though 
7th. Pnces range from $3.50 to $9. The col-
lege's ticket center is open Monday 
through Friday, noon to 5 p.m. For ticket 
information call 274-322.4 
Rappers politicize Odyssey 
THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2001 
Fathead, a socially comc1ous rap 
group, will perform at the Ody~sey 
tonight at 8 p.m. The Philadelphia band has 
opened for Ben Harper, Maceo Parker and 
G. Love and the Special Sauce, among oth-
ers. The seven member band combines mu-
sical genres ranging from jazz to hip-hop 
to World Beat with their political lyncs. 
Their latest album, "Boundless," is sched-
uled for release this spnng. Tickets for their 
performance will be $3.00 for people over 
age 21 and $5 under. 
COURTESY OF ARIEL PUBLICITY 
FATHEAD, A PHILADELPHIA BASED rap group, will perform at the Odyssey today at 8 p.m. The band has opened for artists like 
Maceo Parker, George Clinton and Parliament Galastic and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and was a part of the HORDE tour in 1997. The 
group has continuously toured since the '80s, when they developed their calling card: "everyone take care of each other." 
Speaker explores male image 
Project Look Sharp will present 
"Tough Guise: Violence, Media and the Cri-
sis in Masculinity" Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites. Jackson Katz will give a 
multimedia presentation exploring how im-
ages from sports, television and movies pro- . 
mote violent masculinity. 
Katz is the director of Mentors in Violence 
Prevention Strategies, an organization that ed-
ucates and trains males on the issue of gen-
der violence prevention. Katz also serves on 
the U.S. Secretary of Defense's Task 
Force on Domestic Violence in the military. 
The lecture is free. 
sew,o, CLASS 
at 
The Chanticleer 
Friday, March 30 
7 to 10 p.m. 
$2 with a senior card, $5 without. 
ITown celebrates CD release 
!Town Records is celebrating the release 
of their compilation CD Saturday at 7 p.m. 
at the Odyssey. 
The new CD features 14 Ithaca bands 
signed with the local label. Six of those 
bands will perform each hour Saturday, 
starting with Wingnut at 7 p.m., followed 
by Double Irie, Sunny Weather, Sim Red-
mond Band and Plastic Nebraska. Headliner 
John Brown's Body will close the evening 
with a two-hour set. 
Doors open at 6 p.m. and cover is$ 10. The 
Ithaca Beer Company will host happy hour 
from 7 to 8 p.m. For more information on the 
label or the bands, visit www.itown-
records.com. 
Get your senior card 
to take 
advantage of 
Senior Week 
Savings. 
Come to the Senior Class 
Planning Meetings. 
c=1t=7 
Mondays @ 7 p.m. 
Senior Activities Center 
~ 
~-----~CJ-· -
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l\lUsicians break 'code of silence 
-; 
Lo~al jazz ;.ar~ists 
open new senes 
at public library 
BY LINDA CARROLL 
Staff'Writer 
Feet tapped and heads bobbed as 
resonant chords flowed through the 
Tompkins County Public Library at 
the first in a series of musical 
recitals. 
Jazz pianist Fe Nunn and gui-
taiist Michael Vitucci played for an 
audience of 25 people in the Ezra 
Cornell Reading Room. 
Library coordinator Sally 
Grubb said the idea to offer Jazz 
music at the library came from the 
popularity of the music program 
that wa!; held during the library's 
opening ceremonies in January. 
"The music we offered was ex-
tremely popular and drew a large 
crowd," Grubb said. "We plan to of-
fer acoustic music for our sessions 
because it is ~oft_, easy listening." 
Grubb said she plans to attract 
musicians from the community 
who will play for a small fee, but 
mostly for the good of the com-
munity. 
The Ezra Cornell Reading 
Room provided a sophisticated at-
mosphere for the audience. With its 
large paneled windows, soft-
backed armchairs, a piano in the 
corner and beige throw rugs 
placed over the forest green carpet, 
the audience had a comfortable, re-
laxed atmosphere in which to en-
joy the music. Some read or 
worked at the few large tables while 
others watched intently, drum-
ming out the rhythms in the air with 
their fingers. Parents with young 
children rocked them on their laps 
to the beat of the music. · 
Nunn and Vitucci played a va-
riety of melodies, some soothing 
and some upbeat. Familiar tunes -
PRESENTS 
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
JAZZ PIANIST FE NUNN plays Sunday in the Ezra Cornell room of the Tompkins County Public Library. 
Nunn's performance was the first in a series of Sunday musical performances at the library. 
such as "My Funny Valentine," 
"Imagine" and "The Girl From 
lpanema'.' - delighted the audi-
ences, with some members ex-
claiming the titles of the tunes 
aloud. 
Nunn and Vitucci also played their 
own music. The song "Children," 
Nunn explained, was meant as a trib-
ute to the preciousness of children in 
the midst of today's troubles, such as 
school violence. He often sang soft-
ly during some so,1gs and took time 
to explain each piece. 
Nunn and Vitucci have been 
playing together for over 20 years. 
They also played at the library\ 
opening ceremonies. Nunn said Vi-
tucci is like farriily to him. 
"We're really excited about 
this," Nunn said. "It's nice to have 
some jazz in Ithaca. We're at the 
Odyssey pretty regularly and 
we're trying to work out some op-
erations with Just a Taste and 
Simeon's. We actually played at 
Simeon's in the '70s. That's how 
long we've been domg it." 
Nunn wa~ot the only one en-
thusiastic about the concert. 
Longview resident Janet Burt said 
she enjoyed the jazz music im-
mensely. 
"I like jazz a lot," Burt said. "It's 
mostly improvisation, there's a 
few surprises. In jazz you can pick 
up a few chords and come m, and 
you don't quite know what they're 
playing." 
Burt said she would come back 
again to attend the performances. 
The library will hold the concert~ 
on the third and fourth Sundays of 
each month at 2 p.m. There is no 
charge to listen and the perfor-
mances will feature a variety of lo-
cal acoustic artists. Another concert 
will be held next week. 
~' 
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Accent 
Un 
FRESHMAN 
GLENNA STEWART 
Politics 
Hometown: Empire, Colo 
What is your most unusu-
al talent? I can make a 
duck call. 
What's the worst excuse 
you've given for being 
late? I backed into a school 
bus. 
When you feel like 
indulging, what do you 
do? Go snowshoeing 
behind my house at dusk 
What's the stupidest thing 
you did in elementary 
school? I told everyone I 
was a member of New Kids 
on the Block. 
What are your obses-
sions? Music, books, gov-
ernment, hockey. 
If you could go back to a 
historical moment, what 
time would you go to? 
Egypt during Ramses \l's 
reign. 
Who's your favorite pro-
fessor? Why? Asma 
Barias. She is one of 
strongest and most spirited 
women I know. 
1 
.. -
.. 
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Mo.vie 
··Times 
The following is valid Friday 
through Thursday: Times are 
subject to change. 
Cinemapolis 
The Commons 
277-6115 
In the Mood for Love - 2:30 
p.m., 4:35 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 
9:35p.m. 
Crouching Tiger, Hidden 
Dragon - 2: 15 p.rn., 4:35 p.m., 
7:15 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Fall Creek Pictures 
1201 N. Tioga St. 
272-1256 
Before Night Falls - 4:35 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
Eat Drink Man Woman - 2: 15 
p.m. and 7:15 p.m. 
O Brother Where Art Thou? -
2:15 p.rn., 4:35 p.m., 7:15 p.m. 
and 9:35 p.m. 
Pollock - 2:15 p.rn., 4:35 p.m., 
7:15 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Chocolat-12:25 p.m., 3:40 
p.m. 6:40 p.m., 9:20 p.m. and 
11:55p.m. 
Enemy at the Gates - noon, 
3 p.m., 6:30 p.m., 9:35 p.m. and 
midnight. 
Exit Wounds - 12:05 p.m., 
2:20 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 
10 p.m. and 12:05 a.m. 
Get Over tt - midnight. 
Heartbreaker-12:20 p.m., 
3:30 p.m., 6:35 p.m., 9:25 p.m. 
and 11 :50 p.m. 
The Mexlcan-12:30 p.m., 
3:10 p.m., 7:05 p.m. and 9:55 
Recess: School's Out - noon, 
2:15 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
Say it Isn't So - 7:15 p.m., 
9:50 p.m. and 12:05 p.m. 
See Spot Run -12:10 p.m., 
2:30 p.m. and 4:50 p.m. 
Some One Like You - 11 :50 
a.m., 1 :55 p.m., 4:1 0 p.m., 7 
p.m., 9:30 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m. 
Spy Kids - 11 :50 a.m., 2:05 
p.m., 4:20 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:10 
p.m. and 11:15 p.m. 
3,000 Miles to Graceland -
12:40 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 
9:25 p.m. and 11 :55 p.m. 
Tomcats - 11 :55 a.m., 2: 15 
p.m., 4:30 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9:15 
p.m. and 11 :20 p.m. 
Trafflc-12:15 p.m., 3:20 p.m., 
6:40 p.m. and 9:40 p.m. 
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COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES 
, OSCAR NOMINEE JAVIER BARDEM stars as Reinaldo Arenas and Johnny Depp plays Bon Bon In Julian Schnabel's new film "Before Night 
Falls." The film chronicles the life of Arenas, a Cuban writer who was persecuted by Castro because of his writings and sexual orientation. 
The importance of being Arenas 
BY SAMI KHAN 
Staff Writer 
Cuban writer Reinaldo Arenas 
· once wrote that he'd had sex with 
5,000 men. ''Even if he only had sex 
with500 
guys, the 
rest of it 
went on 
*** 
·Before Night Falls · 
to his head" said director Julian 
Schnabel in the production notes of 
"Before Night Falls." The new film 
is a moving, sometimes meditative 
picture, reflects Schnabel's belief 
that it was writing, not sex, that lib-
erated Arenas' spirit. 
Schnabel's Arenas is not the real 
Arenas. The writer's famed sexual 
escapades have been restrained to 
create a figure more suiting the film-
maker's personal needs. The same 
type of romanticizing of an artist was 
done with Schnabel's debut film, 
"Basquiat." It seems Schnabel is 
committed to portray artists like Jean-
Michel Basquiat and Arenas as vie-
tims of their environment. 
Arenas' hostile environment 
was Cuba following Fidel Castro's 
ascent to power. The communist rev-
olution that started with the hope of 
an egalitarian society soon faded with 
the Castro regime's wanton perse-
cution of di~idents, intellectuals and 
homosexuals. It just so happens that 
Arenas fell into all three categories. 
The film recounts Arenas' 
childhood in rural° Cuba and ·his 
Pieta-like memo~ of his saintly 
mother. From there, Arenas runs 
away to join the revolution. The 
middle third of the film details the 
writer's emerging literary talent, his 
troubled relationship with the 
government and his subsequent 
stint in prison. The final act of the 
film portrays Arenas' last days in 
Manhattan dying of AIDS. 
Schnabel has based the film on 
Arenas' 1993 autobiography of the 
same name and the writer's ''pen-
tagonia," a collection of five novels. 
There is not a sustained narra-
World War II film 
nothing to root for 
BY KATHLEEN TIMPANO 
Contributing Writer 
Not evocative enough to warrant 
a release timed to gamer Oscar 
attention 
and not 
explosive 
enough 
* 
··Enemy at the Gates·· 
for summer, ''Enemy at the Gates," 
fails on all fronts. 
Director Jean-Jaques Annaud's 
("Seven Years in Tibet") addition to 
the World War II film genre is based 
on the ttue story of political officer 
Danilov (Joseph Fiennes) and his use 
of propaganda to transform Russian 
sniper Vassili Zai.tsev (Jude Law) into 
a hero. 
After an auspicious opening se-
with German Major Koenig (Ed Har-
ris) plays out as a microcosm of the 
struggle on the Eastern Front. 
The introduction of a love trian-
gle between Zaitsev, Danilov and 
Tania (Rachel Weisz), a member of 
the Russian infantry, is 
unnecessary and unbelievable. 
Weisz's youthful appearance does not 
sell the love story, or lend credibili-
ty to the competition over her in the 
middle of a war. These comrades are 
then presented with the villain. 
tive in the film and one is led to 
believe that Schnabel did nol 
want one. Instead, the filmmaker 
creates specific, intense se-
quences, like Arenas as a boy writ-
ing his first poems on a tree or the 
writer gliding through the snow 
covered streets of New York on 
the roof of a cab .. Schnabel opts for 
a film that relies less on structure 
and more on emotion. 
Spanish actor Javier Bardem 
plays the adult Arenas with a sub-
tle restraint, hinting at the deluge 
of passion and emotions lurking just 
beneath a calm exterior. Bardem, 
best known for his performance in 
Pedro Almodovar's "Live Aesh," 
carries the film. "Before Night 
Falls" really is, as some critics have 
called it, a one man show. 
Schnabel has a penchant for 
cameos. The first suprise appear-
ance is Sean Penn as a crotchety, 
gold-toothed old man that gives the 
boy Arenas a ride to the revolution. 
Johnny Deep does double duty 
as a prison guard that uses his 
machismo to sexually manipulate 
Arenas and as the cross dressing in-
mate Bon Bon, who's 'unique' abil-
ity cannot be described in the vir-
gin pages of The Ithacan. 
Unlike in Terrence Malick's 
"The Thin Red Line," where 
cameos have a jarring effect, the 
"Before Night Falls" appearances 
work with the film's loose narrative. 
While the multiplexes are bar-
ren with the latest Hollywood dri-
vel, take the time to experience 
"Before Night Falls." Too often 
movies entertain but do not en-
gage, Schnabel's film does both 
with humani.ty and moving effec-
tiveness. 
"Before Night Falls" is written by 
Cunnigham O'Keefe, Lazaro 
Comez Carri/es and Julian Schn-
abel directed by Schnabel and pro-
duced by Jon Kilik. The film 
stars Javier Bardem, Olivier 
Martinez and Johnny Depp. · 
COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES 
JUDE LAW PLAYS Vasalll Zaltsev, a hlstortcal Russian hero, In Jean-
Jacques Annaud's World War II film "Enemy at the Gates." 
,__ ___________ _, quence featuring Russian reinforce-
However, Major Koenig; the su-
per-sniper called in to flush out Law, 
isn't menacing at all and can't pro-
voke you to root for Law to beat him. 
His inability to even attempt a Ger-
man accent makes his character un-
convincing, as do the British 
accents of the actors cast in Russian 
roles. But the most bothering scenes 
in the movie are the sniper duels. 
snipers are waiting to make their 
move. This does not happen, so 
"Enemy" drags because the 
snipers are more patient than the au-
dience. Beyond the anti-climax of 
their final meeting, the run-ins be-
tween the Major and Vassili are pre-
dictable. You can guess not only 
the outcome, but the means by 
which it will be achieved. 
he plays Nikita Khruschev. Aside 
from that, a true story was wasted 
when characterization was sacri-
ficed to accommodate a poor at-
tempt at romance. 
The Ithacan Ra!ing System 
* 
Poor 
* * 
F,:11r 
* * * 
Gocd 
* * * * 
Excellent 
ments battling to cross the \blga riv-
er (first seven minutes of the film) the 
film slowly looses momentum. 
"Enemy" is set at the pivotal bat-
tle of Stalingrad where 2.aitsev 
finds himself transformed from 
hero to savior when his sniper duel 
There are only so many ways 
Jude Law and Ed Harris can hold 
a rifle, and the director's responsi-
bility is to make tension out of the 
moments where the dueling 
The only redeemable part of the 
film is Bob Hoskins' wry humor as 
"Enemy at the Gates" is written by 
Jean-Jacques Annaud and Alain 
Godard, directed by Annaud and 
produced by Annaud and John D, 
Schofield. The films stars Jude 
Law and Joseph Fiennes. 
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BY GREG STORMS 
Staff Writer 
Unbeknownst to most, but be-
knownst to a lucky small con-
tingent of fans, there is a punk 
scene in Ithaca. They're there 
every weekend, whether it's the 
Haunt, Castaways or the Ithaca 
Teen Centers, coming out from 
under the layer upon iayer of jam 
that befalls the town most 
nights of the year. 
. A good portion of this sound 
came bubbling to surface Satur-
day· at the Haunt's early show, 
where several bands from the 
Cornell-based Cipher Records 
menagerie took the stage. The 
phrase "all ages" rung true, 
with parents, youngsters, and col-
lege-age hipsters mingling to-
gether under one disco ball. 
GREG STORMS/THE ITHACAN 
CHRIS ANTAL AND Anthony Tabl of the Fallout Boy were some of the musicians who performed 
at the Haunt's early show Saturday. The concert featured five punk bands. 
of the show- like all the bands, though, is that their songwriting more hardcore screaming. 
Opening up were The Cornell 
Republicans, a political pop-
punk foursome featuring Cipher 
man Dave Rand on guitar. The Re-
pub1icans' endearingly loose live 
vocal style combined with their ex-
tremely energetic stage antics 
make for an engaging presence 
that's · made possible only by 
their generally tight skills. 
they seemed excited to be out play- transcends above the kiddie- Finishing off the night was 
ing. . punk that seems to have become Drunken War, straight up I-
That's the thing about these ground zero for fledgling bands, Town punk, with enough 
punk shows: unlike going to see involving more intricate guitar spikes, dye, tattoos and politics 
a college-crowd-pleasing jam work and song i,tructure. Best of to run most of the kids back to 
band, at these shows no one all, the crowd recognized this, their high schools. These guys 
trashes the opening bands and the and the evening's attendance know how to pull off a show -
musicians were not afraid of one seemed to peak at their set. numerous broken strings be 
another's bands, or even to sell Up next was Earl's Garage, damned -playing fast, hard, ful-
one another's merch. another younger band with ly-political punk in planted 
Plucky, a pop-punk foursome 
with the show's only female per-
fonners making their rhythm 
section, followed. Playing most-
ly fast and mid-paced tunes with 
pretty typically angst-ridden 
punk vocals above a good beat, 
Plucky were essentially the meat 
Fallout Boy, the headlining some energy to offer. Although stances. With a number of fans 
band, rocked. Celebrating the re- not as polished as some of the creating a makeshift pit, pump-
lease of a five-song EP, they bands they shared the stage ing fists and middle fingers 
played a tremendously connect- with, Earl's Garage played a were plentiful. Even though 
ed set highlighted by strong vo- darker, more hardcore sort of they were a little out of place, 
cals and all-around skill in in- punk. They played a good set, but given the evening they topped 
strument work. The most excit- it felt a little mismatched - the off, Drunken War showed they 
ingthing about Fallout Boy, style was crying out for some are awfully good at what they do. 
COURTESYOFBADBOY'ENTERT~NMENT 
Boys take control 
BY MICHAEL SPANN 
Contributing Writer 
The Atlanta-based quartet 112 is out to 
prove they have made the transition from 
bad boys to men. 
The plat-
' inuni group's 
third· album, 
aptly.. titled 
r- --- -·-·--· -- --1 
*** . 
' ··Part 1ir· ' 
: 112 : 
"Part III," is produced mainly by the 
R&B foursome, unlike their previous two 
projects. The huge success of the re-
lease's first single "It's Over Now", pro-
duced by member Daron Jones, has set 
a tone for a balance of dance tunes and 
soulful ballads across this 16-track ef-
fort ... · . 
While tasty tracks like "Peaches & 
Cream'! will have you licking your lips 
and grinding on the dance floor, slow 
jams like "Player," "Sweet Love," and 
"Missing You" provide the· perfect 
grooving and 'baby-making' melodies. 
"Part III" demonstrates 112's matur-
ing past the Bad Boy success formula of 
track-after-track guest appearances and 
Puffy's signature ad-libbing. Tb,e fact that 
his voice appears only on.the "Intro" .is 
a treat in itself. . 
"Part Hf' is a modem wQnder and a fu-
tm:e clas~ic. If you ain't got it. get it; you'll 
thank yourself later. 
Band returns to old style 
BY JEREMY GRIFFIN 
Staff Writer 
The odds of a rock band successfully com-
bining such blatantly opposite musical gen-
res as punk and country are astronomical at 
best. Surprisingly, Old 97's manages to pull 
this off rather well on their latest Elektra re-
lease Satellite Rides. 
The band made a name for themselves 
in the early nineties with a series of albums 
focusing mostly on a straightforward 
country/folk style. 
Their 1999 release, 
"Fight Songs," 
proved a departure 
1··--- ---- - - - -, 
; *** ! l ··satellite Rides.. 1 
' Old 97's I l_ . - -- - . _,J 
from that sound into more mainstream al-
ternative-punk. "Satellite Rides" continues 
that punk/pop s..!nsibility, while retaining 
more of the country flavors of their earlier 
work than "Fight Songs" did. The result is 
a collection of tunes that don't necessarily 
.?eils _an album, but are nevertheless fun and 
mml:t1ous. 
The most notable improvement over their 
previous outing is stronger melodies and 
more sophisticated songwriting, as evi-
denced in the album's driving first single 
"King of All the World" and the toe-tapping 
pop nugget "Can't Get A Line." 
Radio will also want to pay close atten-
tion to tracks like "Up the Devil's Pay" and 
"Rollerskate Skinny," both of which have 
irresistible hooks and melodies begging for 
the car stereo. 
Other tracks on the LP borrow heavily 
from more mainstream rock influences. One 
can't help but recall the Beatles on "What 
I Wouldn't Do," Green Day on "Book of Po-
ems, or even Counting Crows on 
"Weightless." Though it might be tempting 
to write these tracks off as "heard that sound 
before" filler at first, the cuts are genuine-
ly solid, well-crafted songs - if not very 
original. 
· Of course, it wouldn't be a rock album 
without at least a moment or two of intro-
spection. Here, the bill is filled with two cuts · 
ranking among the album's best: the -strum-
ming acoustic ballad "Question" and the 
haunting "Designs On You." The fonner is a 
quiet snippet of friend-to-friend advice, 
while the latter serves as a deeply confessional · 
love song. Both accomplish the rare feat of 
portraying deep emotions without becoming 
trite or mundane. 
But fans of the band's early twang-driven 
material need not stray far. Although the LP 
promises to earn the band new fans, it will 
also bring back most of the old fans that felt 
elienated by the last record. The country in-
fluences are still there, particularly on songs 
like "Am I Too Late," "Buick City Complex," 
and "Nervous Guy." Lead singer Rhett 
Miller, though attempting to restrain his vo-
cals for po!) radio, can't help but let his coun-
try influences show against the music's 
swinging folk undertones. 
All 14 tracks, however diversified, incor-
porate fresh instrumentation with witty, 
cleverly conceived lyrics. What the disc lacks 
cohesion, it more than makes up for with 
catchy hooks and crisp, energetic perfor-
mance. 
What truly makes the album come alive, 
however, is the implication in each song that 
the band is having a blast doing what 
they're doing. Maybe they can pass that en-
ergy on to some of the banal music makers 
currently en vogue. 
COURTESY OF WEA RECORDS 
IN OLD 97's "Satellite Rides" the band 
mixes punk with its usual country rhythms. 
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JEFF MILLER 
Songwriters 'free fall' 
into recital jam session 
I was on ~tage in Ford Hall Fmlay mght, 
playing Tom Petty's '"Free Falling" wllh a 
scemmgly random group of mu~1cians, and 
all I could think of wa~ 
how lucky the per-
formers at the Rock 
and Roll I !all of 
Fame ceremome~ 
must feel. The corney 
ceremony trad1t1onally 
ends with an all-out 
jam, which thi~ year 
was telev1~ed on 
VHl, featured Keith 
Richards and Paul 
Shaffer trading licks while Bono and Melis-
sa Etheridge sang Marley's "You Could Be 
Loved." Sometimes awesome, often ridicu-
lously bad, the end-of-the-night jam allows 
stars to let loose and have fun, rechscovering 
the anything-goes foelmg that made them pick 
up an instrument in the first place. 
My brief HOF-worthy moment was a lot 
less grandiose than jamming with rock roy-
alty, but as far as personally relevant expe-
riences go it was just as important. It start-
ed with a call from junior Bora Yoon, a mu-
sic student and friend of mine who is a reg-
ular in the Ithaca coffeeshop circuit. 
"I need a big favor," she said and ex-
plained that she wanted Ithaca College's 
Writers Circle to performs a song at her elec-
tive recital on Friday. 
When Bora hung up the phone, my mind 
began running through options. I've been in-
volved on-and-off with the Ithaca College 
Songwriters Circle since my sophomore 
year, when Bora and senior Adrien Finck-
el turned a casual group of songwriter friends 
into an official school club. Although my at-
tendance at the groups' meetings could be 
described as peppered, I \ove going and shar-
ing my songs with people who are ready to 
tear them apart. Playing with Bora on Fri-
day would be more than a favor to her -
it would be a chance to play with a group 
of musicians who I admire, but had never 
performed with. 
I showed up at 7:15 p.m. to a scene that 
can be best described as mass chaos. 
Equipment was scattered off to the side of 
the stage, no one knew who was playing 
when, and Bora had disappeared. 
When Bora finally emerged, she per-
sonified cool. "Thanks for coming, guys," 
she said to the huddled mass. "Just come in, 
one by one. Keep it simple." 
Bora played four great, mellow and fun-
ny songs by herself, then invited us on-stage. 
I grabbed a borrowed acoustic guitar and 
looked around apprehensively. Bora, Adrien 
and junior Jesse Gonacha began an a cappella 
melody, gorgeous in its simplicity Then, Bora 
began to strum. 
"She's a good girl, crazy 'bout Ani ... " 
We giggled at the lyrical improv, along with 
the audience, and then the musicians came in. 
James Hearne made the drones ofh1s lap steel 
eek over the chords of the ~ong. Revision 
bassist J. Pratt put aside his progressive funk 
tendencies and leaned toward~ tasteful revi-
talization. Evan Riley noodled simply on an 
electric gmtar. I don't even know the names 
of half the musicians that were on-stage, but 
that's OK, because around a mmute mto the 
song we realized that we were actually sound-
ing pretty good. No one was trymg to out play 
or out sing anyone else - we were all Just 
reveling m our seemingly uncanny ability to 
play three chord~ m umson By the encl of the 
song, we were all grms, our faces wnnkhng 
at the JOY we had rediscovered. 
I'll probably never get a chance to mduct 
U2 into the Rock and Rnll Hall OfTarne, am.I 
the prospect of pmming 1\·1th Keith 
Richards i~ pretty shm. But, at IC. there·~ no 
need for a cheesy ceremony to give some mu-
sicians and fnends a chance to pull order out 
of chaos, and make Jarnmmg on a cover some-
thing to reme~r. All it takes i~ a phone call. 
Jeff Mille:,:,,lBack':5tage Routes a~pears in 
this spaci e\•cry week. E-mail him at 
jmtller3@1c),i1haca.edu 
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DILBERT BY SCOT I ADAMS 
DO YOU HAVE 
ANY ADVICE 
FOR MY JOB 
· INTERVIEW? 
TRY J"UGGLING 
THE-ITEMS ON-
HIS DESK. IT 
WILL ·MI\KE YOU 
SEEM CONFI-
E DENT. ) 
8 ' 
) ~ . 
!·.·::·.·-,!!) 
,::, .... 
l,;.;..;,,;~.;..1_-.....a.i::=!::!l::::lia.;.:· ·:_·_ :-:..;..;--:.-· ........ :·:·· ....;.·· .......... _ _........., 
THE GOOD NEWS IS 
u 
!!:. 
• : 
'i 
C 
... 
"' 
SORRY 
. ·\ 
THE BAD NEWS RATBERT, 1 
HAVE GOOD 
NEWS AND 
BAD NEWS. 
.i l'M STARTING UP A : IS THAT YOUR 
OFFICE IS INSIDE 
A WHEEL ATTACHED 
TO A GENERATOR. 
'ii POt.A.IE.R UTILITY ~ 
COMPANY AND YOU'RE CD 
I MY NEW VP OF OPERATIONS I 
u -, 
t! 
BOB, I'M STARTING 
A POWER UTILITY 
COMPANY. 
E 
8 
'C 
I 
YOU'LL BE MY 
DIRECTOR OF 
MARKETING. 
YOUR JOB IS 
TO INCREASE 
REVENUE. 
____ ..._____,,.':_~":.,i :i) :--:.: .-:·_: .··: 
BUY YOUR 
ELECTRICITY 
FROM THE 
DOGBERT POWER 
/ COl'\PANY. 
... ANO SO YOU 
AGREE THAT THE 
DELAYS ARE YOUR 
FAULT? 
CATBERT, EVIL H.R. DIRECTOR fi 
. . . AND I HAVE FIVE ! 
YEARS EXPERIENCE I AS A DOT-COM ____ .. 
PRESIDENT. 
. .... 1 
WE GENERATE ALL 
OF OUR POWER 
WITH THE HELP 
OF CALIFORNIA 
ENVIRONMEN-
TALIST$. 
"YOU'RE IN LUCK . 
WE NEED SOMEONE 
WHO CAN BURN 
THROUGH ll.JENTY 
MILLION DOLLARS 
WITHOUT 
MAKING 
A PROFIT. 
\ 
i NOR.MALLY I'M AN ! HERBIVORE, BILLY, 
'ii BUT WHEN THE LIGHTS 
... i GO OFF ... 
; 
. 
... 
,, 
~ 
ii: 
:, 
i THESE ARE 
.i GETTING 
. 
~ HARDER TO 
C 
~ FIND LATELY. 
I 
i ONLY A SORE LOSER 
i WOULD TRIP SOMEONE 
i_ ON HIS VICTOR 'f LAP. 
.. 
• i 
• ... 
.., 
~ 
ii: 
:, 
u 
!!:. 
.i 
. 
0 
'ii 
C 
.. 
• 
l! 
:! 
. 
: 
HE IS S0-0-0 
IMMATURE . 
) 
REALLY? THE LAST 
NINE INTERVIEWERS 
SAID THE SAME THING 
BUT THEY WERE 
JOKING. 
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To place 
a class~ied advertisement, 
. please contact 
Classified Man.ager Jen Yomoah 
. . at274i-1618 . 
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f:mployn1ent 
Help us provldechll<fien and 
adults who have developmental & 
other disabilities with a safe, fun-
filled ~(lfTlmer vacation while 
gaining excellent human service 
training, plus salary and room & 
board at a large, personal, fully 
equipped, non-profit, summer, 
coed, sleep-away camp in the 
beautiful Catskill Mts. at Hunter, 
N.Y. Hiring: Male and Female 
Cabin Counselors, Program 
Counselors In: Ceramics, Arts & 
Crafts, Wood Worklr:,JJ,,Fabrlc 
Arts, Nature .Crafts,.f.,ooking, 
Adaptwe:~etlcs, A~tive 
Recre,itron, Drama, Dance & 
Moverpent, Therapeutio Music, 
~SI <Water, Safety lnJrt.~r), 
Life dllilrds-;plus Chafs/Cooks, 
RNs and Secretaries~ For info: 
En1,ployment 
People who seriously want to· 
LOSE WEIGHT NA"tURALLY 
and/or eam $25-$75/hour PT/FT. 
Both Guarantbedl 
1-888-658-9322. 
Resident Assistants are sought 
for JC's,Sum111~r~Coller;1e for 11/gh 
School Students. Live in and ; 
supervise residence hall envlion-
.ment for high.sehool sophomores 
_ and juniors, ln9lµdlng weekends 
,: and some evenings. Employment 
; 'June 25-Aug)li.$6.50niour plus 
· housing and meal plan. For more 
· Info contact summer sessions.' 
office, 120 Towers Concourse'; 
273-3143. 
FraternitlesfSororltlesl Clubs! 
Student Groups! 
Eam $ 100()-$2000 this semester 
· witb. the easy 
Camp Loyaltown, 115.E. 
Beth~ge Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 
11803:::Call 1-516-2~3-20t6 ext. 
611. Fax: 1-516-719-8100. E-
mail: c_amp@ahrc.org.' 
Web: www.ahrc.org/camp.htm. 
. . campusfundraiser.com three 
: ' :. hour fund-raising event. No s~les 
. · required. Furidsralslng dates are 
filling quickly, so call today! 
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW 
YORK Co-ad Trim Down and 
Fitne~ Camp. Hike ~nd play in . 
the Catskill Mountaihs, yet be 
only 2 hrs. from N.Y. City. Have a 
great summer. Make a difference 
in kids' lives! Good salary, intern-
ship credits and free Rm./Bd. All 
sports, Water Skiing, Canoeing, 
Ropes, Lifeguards, Crafts, 
Dance, Aerobics, Nutrition, 
Counselors, Kitchen, Office and 
Night Watchman. 120 positions. 
Camp Shane 877-914-4141 . 
Web: www.campshane.com. 
Horlzoncamps.com = summer 
Job/ Internship! 
Five great kids' summer camps in 
N.Y., Maine, Pa & W.Va seek 
general counselors & group lead-
ers, plus activity specialists & 
directors who teach/coach: ten-
nis, swimming, climbing, back-
packiog, caving, mountain biking, 
nature, kayaking, canoein~, sail- . 
ing, WQter-skiing, windsurfing, -
ropes., theater; dance, arts, crafts, 
ceran1Jc~; woodworking, stained 
~lass, Web design, desktop pub-
lishing, photography, video, 
weights/ fitness, gymnastics, 
archery, g~. volleyball, roller 
hockey, lacrosse, soccer, base-
ball & basketball! Nurses, kitchen 
& operations staff also needed. . 
Wide ranQe of paid Internships for 
many ma1ors! Jumt 1'6-Aug. 16. 
Benefits include tralnlng; salary, 
accommodation, foodr laundry & 
travel allowance. Apply online at 
www.horlzoncamps.com or call 
(800) 544-5448. 
10/lu, GUARANTEED Work on 
campus FIT or PIT for as little as 
5-10 hrs/wk or as many as 40 
hrs/wk. Be your own boss. Create 
your own schedule. Limited posi-
tions. Call 1-800-808-7442 x.80. 
BE9'1'· SUMMER EXPERIENCE , 
Top-notch Maine summer camp 
for boys seeks counselors to 
teach athletics, swimming, arts & 
crafts, photography, video and 
music. June 23-Aug. 18. Highest 
camp-salaries, plus travel, 
room, board, laundry service 
and Internship credit. Great 
facilities, terrific people and beau-
tiful lake-front setting. We seek 
fun, dynamic, responsible role-
models who enjoy working with 
children. Call 410-337-9697 or 
e-mail campskylemar@aol.com. 
TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP IN 
MAINEI PLAY All!D COACH 
SPORTS, HAVEFUN, MAKE$$ 
CAMP COBOSSEE- Positions 
available In: ALL11:AM & INDI-
VIDUAL SPORTS,.ALL WATER 
SPORTS PLUS: Camping & 
Hiking, .Ropes &. Rock CUmbing. 
Ice Hockey, Roller Hockey, Arts & 
Crafts; Martial Arts. ToJ> -~s, 
Excellent Facllitlee fREE ROOM, 
BOAFI), LAUNDAY. Travel 
Alowance. www.oampcob-
bouee.com ONLINE!APPUCA· 
TION oral: (1GO),n-e104. 
I 
Contact campusfundraiser.com 
at 888-92~3238 or visit www. 
fundraiser.com. 
For Rent 
BEST DEAL IN TOWNIII 3 bdr. 
apartment. 10 min. walk to IC. 
Recently remodeled. Fully fur-
nished. Cozy. Large kitchen. 
Large yard & patio. Plenty of 
parking. ALL INCLUSIVEIII Call 
Giorgio 272-8496. 
One and Two Bedroom 
Apartments 
Downtown 
Beautiful Victorian/ European 
Styles, Spacious, Furnished, Bus 
Route to Campus. 
CSP Management- 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. : · 
CHARLES STREET 
TOWNHOUSES . 
Conveniently Located on South 
Hill/3 Bedroom/Furnished. 
Free Parking and Trash 
Removal, Porches and Private 
Patios, washer/dryers, $325 pp. 
CSP Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
3 HUGE BEDROOMS, BIG 
CLOSETS, HARDWOOD 
FLOORS, GREAT KITCHEN 
273-5091. 
Beautiful, modem 2 bedroom 
with deck. Downtown - 2 blocks 
to Commons. Free parking 
space. June or August 273-5091. 
Great 3 bedroom apt., free laun-
dry and parking, close to campus. 
$325+. Call 275-9663, leave a 
message. 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments. Walking distance to IC. 
Free off-sfreet parking. 
272-1115. 
GRADUATION FAMILY LODG· 
ING ROOMS/TOWNHOUSES. 
Relax, renew in the country on 
Cayuga Lake, city amenities with 
view. 607-869-5182. www.lake-
countryestates.com. 
Four bedroom house, 1 .5 baths, 
washer, dryer, kit. appliances, off-
street parking, South Hill, Aug. 
May, plus utlnties, no pets M-F, 6-
9 p.m. 272-0680. 
FOR RENT GRADUATION 
WEEKEND- PROF'S CAYUGA 
LAKE GUEST HOUSE. 2 BED-
ROOMS, SLEEPS 6, PRIVATE 
BEACH & DOCK. 20 MINUTES 
_ FROM THE COMMONS. $1000= 
FRI. SAT. & SUNDAY. 607-280-
7345. LEAVE A MESSAGE. 
Efficiency apt. available August. 
Modem, private full bath & kltch-
·enette 273-5091. 
For Rent 
South HIii and Near The 
Commons 
One, two and three bedroom 
apartments for next year. New 
ListingsTNice condition, laundry, 
and parking. Visit: 
PPM homes.com. 
CLOSE TO ITHACA COLLEGE 
Three Bedrooms, Furnished, · 
Laundry, Screened-in Porch, 
Secure Building. 
INCLUDES HEAT!! 
CSP Management 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Three bedroom apartments, car-
peted and furnished, South Hill. 
272-3389 or 533-8637. 
- ihree Bedroom House 
- · Downtown, 2 Blocks from The 
Commons. Large rooms, wall-to-
wall carpet. Nice. Available 8-1-
01. $330 per person. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
. 273-1669 
http://www. 14850.com/web/ 
certified/. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
University Ave. 
8 Bedroom/2 Bath 
Fully Furnished 
Large rooms 
$390 each for 8. 
All Utilities Included. 
CSP Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Rental available for graduation 
week/weekend. Cayuga Lake 
Cottage. Sleeps 6/8, 1 .5 space 
bath, large dock & deck. Call 
589-6359 after 6 p.m. 
Gorgeous, huge 1 bedroom apt. 
downtown. August. Porch 273-
5091. 
VISTA CIRCLE 
Now Renting for 2001-2002 
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom 
· FUrnlshed/Unfurnished. 
CSP Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
House for rent graduation week-
end. Sleeps 8-10. On South Hill. 
Big Deck for Entertaining. 
277-2489. 
New 4-bdrm house, close to IC, 
fully-furnished, off-street parking. 
272-5647, 280-3258, 273-5192. 
One bdr., 3 bdr., 4 bdr. Hudson 
St. location 1 Block from 
Commons Call Rich. 272-4146. 
New 3 bedroom apt., 2 full baths, 
fully (umlshed, private balcony, 
energy efficient, 2 blocks from 
Commons, $300 plus utilities -
256-8060. 
Sunny Apartment, overlooking 
creek, 3 bedrooms, big kitchen, 
downtown, only $323 each for 3. 
273-5091. 
918 Danby Road, furnished 4 
bedroom townhouse, hardwood 
floors, wood-burning fireplace, 
dishwasher, parking, walk to IC. 
273-9300. 
VERY LARGE 3 Bedroom 
Downtown 2 blocks to library/bus 
large balcony porch, big bright 
kitchen 273-5091. 
Spacious 2 bedrooms 
Downtown. Great location $595 
plus u1ilities. Call Rich 272-4146. 
LIVE ON THE LAKE 
10 Minutes to Campus and 
Downtown 
1 , 2, 3 Bedrooms, Furnished/ 
Unfurnished, Laundry & Free 
Parking, Patio/Porch/Docks 
. CSP Management. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
. : Sp~ 1 and 2 b_edraom apts. . · 
Walk to IC 24 hr. malnt. Fall 2001 
from $385 to $570 per month 
plus utilities. Call Clif 273-8473. 
For Rent 
Spacious 3-bedroom. Heat 
Included. On The Commons. 
Furnished - 272-7441. 
VERY NICE ONE BEDROOM 
For 1 or 2. Bright. Quiet. Lower 
South Hill. Includes utilities! Must 
see! August. 2n-6961. 
LAKE: 01-02 academic year. 5 : 
bdrm furnished; carpeting; appli- ' 
ances; fireplace; desk; dock. 
Start late Aug. $1,500. 277-3370. 
HILLVIEW PLACE: 
One 4 person arid one 5 person,. 
furnished house. Eleven month 
leases, free off-street parking, 
close to bus, 2 kitchens, 2 bath-
rooms each. Available Aug. 2001. 
Call 273-5370. 
Spacious 1 & 2 bedroom apts. 
Walk to IC. 24 hr. maint. Fall 
2001. Fromm $385 to $570 per 
month plus u1il. Call Clif 273-8473 
or 280-7932. · · 
AVAILABLE 8-10-1. TWO AND 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. 
CLOSE TO IC ON 96B. FOR 
INFO CALL257-9564. 
Warm and cozy, spacious four 
bedroom townhouse, wood 
burning fireplace/stove, two 
baths, sun porch, furnished, 
walk to IC, 273-9300. 
ON THE COMMONS 
1 and 2-Bedroom, Furnished, 
Laundry, Secure Building, 
Includes Heat/Trash Removal 
CSP Management. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
FUNTASTIC 3 BEDROOM -
Modem, spacious, sun deck, TV. 
$335 each plus utilities heat and 
lumlshingl June or August. 
Downtown. 277-6961. 
AVAILABLE NEXT YEAR 
DOWNTOWN 1-2 BEDROOMS 
FURNISHED SPACIOUS 
AFFORDABLE 212-8735. 
3 to 6 Bedroom Furnished 
Houses. Close to IC. Call 
273-4211. 
GRADUATION! Lovely home ten 
minutes from campus available to 
rent for graduation weekend. Call 
Cheryl 277-1620. 
CAYUGA LAKE HOME available 
graduation weekend. Only 1 O · 
miles out. 3 day$ $2000. Daytime 
275-9150. 
2 ROOMMATES (M) NEEDEDl!I 
3 bdr. apartment. 1 O min. walk to 
IC. Recently remodeled. Fully fur-
nished. Cozy. Large kitchen. 
Large yard & patio. Plenty of 
parking. ALL INCLUSIVEIII Call 
Mike 273-9914. 
For Rent 
PRIVATE HOUSE 3 bdrm/1 bath 
avail. 6/1-7/31 $320 + util/mo. 
near IC and downtown, 
microwave, TV, W/D 375-2846. 
Spacious Two Bedroom on 
South Hill. Free parking! . 
Available Aug. 1. Only $600. plus 
utilities. 387-5897. ; 
3 Bedroom-Apartment 
Downtown 
I 
Free parking, Furnished, 
Laundry, Dishwashers 
Private Yard, Close to Commons 
& Bus Route, $275 pp CSP 
Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
For Sale · 
VW/Audi (used) Sales, AAA 
Approved Service, parts 20 
years, 1 owner, 45 mi drive 
(315)789-9368. 
www.selecttr.com. 
Notices 
Nice and clean family w/ 3 small 
children and sitter looking for 
house rental for week of July 22-
27. No pets. AC please. Cali Tami 
203-221-9221 or e-mail 
pobox@optonline.net. 
Mexico/Caribbean. $300 round 
trip plus tax. Europe $179 one-
way plus tax. Other worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book tickets 
online www.airtech.com or 212-
219-7000. 
Europe on a Budget Seminar: 
Learn everything you need to 
know about traveling to Europe 
on a budget. Our FREE seminar 
covers: Discount Airfares, How to 
Get Around, Budget 
Accommodations, What you 
Need to Know Before You Go, 
Planning Your Itinerary, Tours, 
and Travel Safety. ENTER TO 
WIN A TRIP TO EUROPE. Other 
giveaways include: rail passes, 
travel gear, travel books and 
morel Date: April 4th. Time: 4 to 6 
p.m. Place: Statler Hotel 
"Pennsylvania Room". Call or 
stop by Council Travel today to 
register, 277-0373, 206B Dryden 
Rd., Collegetown. 
Sublet 
Spring Semester 2002 -
Looking for a person to sublet 
Circle Apart. $385/month plus 
utilities. Call 375-5174. 
Spacious 4 bedroom sublet in 
Circles. 2 baths, free parking, 
next to campus. $320 a month. 
plus utilities. May-Aug. Call 
273-3857. 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
Two, three, four and five bedroom apartments 
available for 2001-2002. 
You can sign a lease now, 
but if you do not receive off-campus permission 
by Aug. 28, 2001, 
all deposits will be retumed!
1 
Call for details. 
Furnished, free parking, on-site. laundry and 
24-hour emergency m~ihtenance. 
Next to Ithaca College Campus. 
, . 
277-11.221 
- ... , 
'I 
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22 THE ITHACAN 
You will never Jrink alone 
Eveiy Tuesday : 
Specials for the Ladies! 
9 to II p.m. 
18 
and 
over! 
DJ and Dance Music All Night! 
Every Thursday.: 
Karaoke and DJ at O'Leary's. 
Sing & Dance, 9 p.m. till close! 
632 w.· Seneca St., Ithaca, N.Y. 
273-9652 
Parking Av·ailable. 
WWW.OLEARYSIRISHPUB.COM. 
ROGAN'S SUPER 
PIZ~~IWE~GS SAVER 
l======I'OGO 
ITHACA, N.Y. 825 0~~d. ~i\_6006 
• South Hill • Fall Creek 
• East Hill • Collegetown 
•Cornell • IC 
NORTHEAST 
23 Cinema Drive/257-2757 
• Cayuga Heights • South Lansing 
• Varna • NYSE.O & 
Surrounding Areas 
• Nonh Campus r-----------------~--~-----~---, 
: One medium One large pizza, i One ex-large pizza, I 
1 pizza, 2 sodas 2 sodas : 2 sodas : 
: $5!.. $7i. i $9a!.. ; 
~---------;-=~~~------------=~~-~-----------~~~ I 
1 One medium p~zza,: One large pizza, : One ex-large ~izza, 7 I 2 sodas, 12 wings : 2 sodas, 12 wings i 2 sodas, 12 wings 1 
I , I $ 4 I I : $12f,.. : 1 ~""' I 
r I I &porvO!I/OVOI : e,cpru 05/01/01 : E,q,rcl <e/01/01 I 
-------------------~-------------------------------------------
One medium 
pizza, 2 sodas 
$5itax 
Any sub, 
anytime 
$3itax 
1 
I , 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Two calzones, 
anytime 
$7!,.. 
E,,prc.t 0!1/0VOI E,q,1ra O!I/OI/OI : E,cpru 05/01/01 
--------------------- -----------------------~----------------------
Large pizza with up to 3 
toppings and 2 sodas 
$922 
pltn tax. one C<X""'1 per order 
2 large pizzas, 4 
sodas & 12 wings 
$1922 
plus tax. on< co'-"°" per ardor 
2 medium pizzas, 
4 sodas and 24 wings 
$1922 
pltn tax. one COl.l'Ol1 pc- order 
e,q,..._, 05/01/0l Exporu 05/0I/Ol exp,.., 05/01/01 
-- ---------------------------------------------
I The Ithaca Times Ithaca College Marketing 
- • I Readers' Poll voted Association voted Rogan's 
I Rogan's best wings in best sweet wings 
I Ithaca. on campus I . I 
1--------------------,---------------------~--------------------i 
I One medium P!zza, One large pizza, j One ex-large ~izza, I 
,I& -·~: 2 sodas, 12 wings 2 sodas, 12 wings : 2 sodas, 12 wings : 
I I $ 
I $10£- $12it°" : 14i1ux I / ! I L-~----~~~~------~~~~~-----~=~~~ 
-·-' 
THURSMY, MARCH·29, 2001 
COURSE. REGISTRAnON-
FOR FALL 2001 
Fri. April 6 
Mon.April 9 
Tues. April 10 
Thur. April 12 
Mon. April 16 
Tues. April 17 
Thur. April 19 
Fri. April 20 
7 a.m. Group 1 H&S Honors Program & Graduate School 
7 a.m. Group 2 Exploratory, Music UodcclaR:d. HSHP Prepro. 
7 a.m. Group 3 Students with 84+ crecli1s• 
7 a.m. Group 4 Students with 1-23.99 cn:dits• 
7 a.m. Group 5 Students with 66-83.99 credits* 
7 a.m. Group 6 Students with 54-6S.99 ~
7 am. Group 7 Students with 36-S3"99 cmti1s• 
7 am. Group 8 Students with 24-3S.99 credits• 
• Credits are defined as the number of earned credits (those that appear on 
your IC transcript with a passing grade) plus the number ofIC credits 
currently enrolled for in the Spring 2001 semester. 
Honors and major designations ( e.g. exploratmy) will be based on cum:nt offi-
cial infonnation for Fall 2001. The personal data for determining your access 
group can be found on a new infonnation screen accessible at bgps;//admin: 
www.ithaca.edu/webs, · 
Response time for seniors during the first hours of their registration will be 
monitored closely but may be slow. While a series of enhancements have been 
added to improve system response, a key improvement may not be ready for 
· this registration. The systems design team needs to test response during an 
actual period of heavy user access. To accomplish th~ seniors (those with 84 
or more credits) will receive access as a single large group, and may experi-
ence slower than desired response during the initial access hours. 
Juniors and sophomores will be subdivided into spialler subgroups to assure 
speedier system response times. Slow system response time was a primacy 
concern during registration this past fall. While it remains our goal to provide 
a system that perfonns as well with 1500 students registering as with 150, until 
we have completed and tested the system enhancements, restricting access . 
group size promises to yield the most marked improvement in system perfor-
mance. 
ADVISING FOR FALL 2001 
MARCH 26-APRIL 5 
Make an appointment to see your advisor during this period 
HELP SESSIONS (how to use the online registration system) 
12:10- lp.m. 
·-- ,"". 
check us out -
March 29, Textor 103 
April 3 and 5, Textor 102 
-~ 
,',. 
·.· 
., . 
. . , 
. ·:~.- . 
www.siena.edu/ conted/ summer2001.htm 
- or call 518.783.2341 
Bombers 
finiSh 
;in sixth 
,, ";" 
·, ,. ''..> 
GJ,m,w,sts. stumble 
_ in ~tional-title bid; 
. place ·near bottom 
. BY pill D'ELIA 
Staff Writer 
"It's very disappointing." 
These were the wonls of Coach Rick Sud-
daby after the Bombers finished sixth out of 
eight at the NCGA championships Friday. 
After being ranked No. l in the nation for 
most of the year 
and winning the 
ECAC champi-
G'.-·mnast1cs 
-- - onships, Ithaca 
scored a 174.100, its lowest score of the year. 
«we made mistakes," Suddaby said, 
"We made some mistakes at ECACs too, but 
we got away with it there." 
The Bombers had an off day all around. On 
the vault. senior Stacey Coleman was the top 
finishei-, placing 13th with a score of9.075. 
On the uneven bars, freshman Teri Nelson 
finished 19th with a score of 8.600, the top 
SC<X"C fur- the South Hill squad in that event. 
Senior" F.rin Kahles- led the way for the Blue 
and Gold in the floor exacise. finishing in a 
tie for 17th with a SOOl'C of9.175. However, 
Suddaby said he thinks she deserved better. 
"Erin's floor routine was very good," he 
said. "But since three girls fell before her, 
it put a bad taste in the judges' mouths, and 
they didn't sec how good she was." 
The only Bomber- to qualify for the indi-
' vidual oompdilioo that took place Sann-day was 
freshman Raebel F.delson. who finished 12th 
_on the balance beam with a score of 9.300. 
. "I felt proud to be in the finals, and I was 
happy with my performance," Edelson 
said. "I wished that one of the seniors could 
have taken my place. they desei;ved it." __ 
Suddaby had said the week.before that he 
thought many women on the team had a good 
F;.., 
- ----:-:.-
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SOPHOMORE ANDREA CUNNINGHAM practices her vault at practice In the Ben Light Gymnasium Thursday. Ithaca placed sixth 
out of eight squads at the national championship meet Friday and Saturday at Wisconsin-Stout to end.the season. 
shot at earning All-American status, but he was 
not surprised when only one even qualified for 
the opportunity to become an All-American. 
The pressure of competing for the nation-
al championship might seem like something 
that could have caused the team's downfall, but 
the women on the team do not think so. 
beam with a two-day score of 18.600. 
Despite finishing on a disappointing note, 
both Suddaby and the women on the team are 
prnud of the season they had. "I was not surprised after watching us 
compete, but I was really disappointed," Sud-
daby said dejectedly. 
The team had seemed to hit its stride in 
the weeks leading up to nationals, starting 
with their home invitational which took place 
Feb. I 8, but Suddaby said that he thinks this 
might have been one of the problems. 
"I don't think that it was the pressure," 
freshman Lindsay'froilo said. "'I don't re-
, ally know what the reason was." I guess it 
just wasn't our time'." 
"We will definitely remember the lousy 
nationals," Suddaby said. "But we still had 
a great team, a great season, and we just 
couldn't hold the peak long enough." 
Teammates sllared. her opinion. Tbe four seniors wanted to duplicate their 
national championship 1998 season, but they 
are still proud of the team as a whole. 
"It just happened that we had a very frag-
ile-peak." he said./'We peaked as a team 
startjng a month ago at our invitational, and 
; "It was not the pressure, we were ready 
for it," senior Kelly Moran said. "I don't 
know what it was." 
· Edelson went on to compete individually 
_Saturday.Although s~ did not reach All-Amer-
ican status, she took a respectable ninth on the 
"[Not winning] is definitely disappointing," 
Moran said. "I am proud of the season as a 
whole. and I am also proud of the fact that the 
team stuck together right up until the very end." · then we just were not able to hold on to it.': 
",'" Quickball flies into South Hill 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Staff Writer 
Quickball, a game that is becoming increasingly popular on 
college campuses around the country, has invaded Ithaca and 
is drawing attention at a furious pace. 
It is a game similar to baseball, but played on a smaller field 
and with a quicker pace. 
Games are played in the Ben Light Gymnasium, and the main 
attractions include an "auto-ump" and a home run fence that 
stretches 100 feet to center field and 85 feet to the corners. 
Beth Brunelle, the director of the new recreational sport, said 
thatquickball will provide a fun and different atmosphere than 
wiffleball. 
"We had wiffieball in the past and from what I understand, 
it wasn't successful," Brunelle said. ''This is a game that has 
been shown at our national conventions, and it's been very pop-
ular at the conference, so we decided to try it." 
Quickball is currently played at 75 schools in 42 states. David 
Kampf, the director of recreational sports at Brockport, ac-
knowledges the rapid growth quickball has shown nationwide 
''The great thing about quickball is that you can play it in 
the gym or outdoors," Kampf said. "We're using it for leagues, 
tournaments and special events such as homecoming. It's a ter-
rific and versatile sport." 
Rule changes from baseball and softball make this excit-
ing new sport more fast-paced. There are two outs per inning 
and four innings per game. Only five players take the field at 
a time, with each team carrying only five or six members. 
more kids will play," she said. "Another good thing is that there 
will be almost no problems with an umpire." 
This is due to the consistently fair "auto-ump." The auto-
ump is a three foot-high stand that serves as a strike zone and 
a backstop for the pitcher. When a pitch is thrown, and it hits 
the stand, it's a strike. If it doesn't, it's a ball. Simple as that. 
This allows players to have fun playing the game without 
worrying about bad calls from umps. 
'The auto-ump is pretty clear cut," Brunelle said. "You don't 
have to worry about people arguing over strikes and balls." 
Worried about close plays at the plate? Don't be. Without 
a catcher, the fielder can throw the ball home to hit the auto-
ump before the runner touches home plate for an out. 
An even better aspect of this game is that the pitcher has 
more control over the ball then with a wiffleball. 
The quickball, about the size of a racquetball, has 22 holes, 
giving the pitcher more potential for control while still allow-
mg room for those junk pitches that everyone loves so much. 
Junior Ray Mead, activities supervisor, said that even in its 
beginning stages, quickball will be fun for all involved. 
"Right now we're going to have one league, hopefully con-
sisting of five or six teams," Mead said. "Everybody will hit 
and play the field and get the chance to play a lot." 
The playing field, or hardwood. 1s compact, further con-
tributing to the quick pace. 
The center field fence is about eight feet behind second base, 
allowing the defense a possibility for an out on every play. _ , 
Freshman Matt Hughes. when told about the league, said -
he would be interested in joining. 
JON KO/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOIIORE JASON WALLEN takes his hacks at quick-
ball llardl 21, a new Intramural sport to Ithaca this year. 
In addition, there is a semi-circle crease about six feet in 
front of home plate that a hit ball must pass for it to be fair. In 
short, leave any ideas of bunting at home. 
"We're hoping that since we have [an indoor] home run fence 
"I used to play baseball in high school, and just picking up 
a bat again would be fun," Hughes said. "The fact that there 
is a fence makes it a more excitmg game." 
Applications mu~t be m 102 Hill Center by Friday at 5 p.m. 
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· Ithaca battles weather; heads to Man~field 
--· _,,, 
__ , 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
"We know what kind of team we 
are and what kind of team we can 
be," sophomore infielder Kyle 
Wilkins 
said. "So 
we're 
very anx-
. I L Baseball_ _ j 
ious to get back on the field and get 
back on track and have the season 
we know we can have." 
· The baseball team has not had a 
game since spending Spring Break 
in Florida and is very anxious to get 
going this afternoon at Mansfield 
University (12-4), JUSt inside the 
Pennsylvania border. Due to recent 
inclement Ithaca weather, the field 
is still covered m snow, and the team 
was outside only once to practice in 
February on a fluke day when it was 
warm enough to do so. 
"I don't remember it ever being 
this bad," senior pitcher Matt 
Lynch said. ··we usually have two 
or three games in by now [and] at 
least one outside practice." 
Frustrations aside, the game to-
day will almost positively be on as 
Mansfield just hosted a 14-6 loss to 
Binghamton Tuesday. Despite 
their loss earlier in the week, 
Mansfield, who finished the season 
25-22 last year, is usually ranked in 
the top 25 in Division II and boasts 
a pitching staff of 14 pitchers, sev-
en of them returning from last year. 
pitching coach. . 
The top returner for Mansfield 
is senior Bill Allen, who was the 
team's closer in 1999 when he 
struck out 47 batters in 32 innings 
and had an ERA of only 1.41 but 
was forced into the No. l starting 
role last season. Allen has re-
turned to the bullpen and his clos-
er position this season and has re-
gained his 1999 form ( 1-0 with four 
saves, eight strike outs, one walk 
and a 1.29 ERA). 
Also returning from last year is 
senior left fielder R.J. Lee, who 
made the second team in the Penn-
sylvania East Athletic Conference 
last year, also batted .316, including 
seven home runs and 32 RB I's. 
Lynch isn't worried about 
Mansfield's depth at the pitching 
position or any of their offensive 
forces. 
"You've got fresh arms out of the 
bullpen, but I don't know if quanti-
ty beats quality here," he said 
Wilkins feels the same way. 
"They can say they have 14 
pitchers, but they've got to be good 
pitchers," he said . 
Ithaca must also stop Mansfield's 
potent bats, led by senior center-
fielder Matt Edwards (.551 average 
with six home runs) and Lee (.404 
average with five home runs). 
Wilkins said he feds confident 
and knows what the team needs to 
do to bring home a win. 
JEN BLANCO/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE INFIELDER KYLE WILKINS prepares for a pHch In a game at Hhaca's Bucky Freeman Flel~ 
In 2000. The Bombers wlll travel to Mansfield University, Pa., for a game today. 
Along with the seven pitchers 
brought in by Mansfield coach Har-
ry Hilton, a 1983 graduate from 
Cortland, he brought in former mi-
nor leaguer Matt Perry as the new 
"We know ifwe go in there and 
don't play our game, we~re going 
to come out with a loss," he said. 
"We have to go in and play our best 
game against them, or we're going 
to come out without a win." 
Bombers turn away 
visiting Skidmore 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
The Blue and Gold defeated 
s kid -
more, 9-
5, in a 
low-scor-
\'Jo111c11 s l;ic1ossc 
ing game played under adverse 
weather conditions Tuesday. 
'1t was a hard day to play," coach 
Piep van Reuven said. "It was ex-
tremely cold. Both teams threw the 
ball away a lot." 
The Bomber coach said she was 
pleased with the effort considering 
the long travel time - about a two-
hour drive - and the short turn-
around coming off a tough loss to 
Rochester. 
"We really had to jump back on 
the horse," van Heuven said. "It 
was a very hard loss on Saturday. 
It was a great game, a playoff-cal-
iber game [with] incredible inten-
sity." 
Although van Heuven was 
happy with the win, she said there 
are many things that need im-
provement. 
"We had too many turnovers in 
the second half," van Heuven 
said. "We need to improve on our 
execution. We need to· work on 
minimizing our mistakes." 
Sophomore midfielder Liz 
Raymond said she too knows that 
adjustments need to be made. 
"We have to focus in the 
game," Raymond said. "We need to 
keep our heads in the game." 
The leading scorers for the 
Bombers were freshman Dayna 
Johnson and sophomore Jessica 
Welch, who scored two goals 
apiece. Johnson's goals were the 
first of her career. 
Other top performers for the 
Bombers were senior tri-captain 
Kelly Bliss and sophomore Erica 
Granzin, who each had a gcal and 
an assist. 
The Bombers played strong on 
the defensive end, holding the 
Thoroughbreds to five goals in 15 
shots on goal. 
''They were never able to drive 
straight down on us," van Heuven 
said. "We played good helping and 
supporting defense. We didn't give 
them any one-on-one opportunities." 
The Blue and Gold were able to 
hold Skidmore to five goals, due in 
part to the physical nature of play. 
''They hung their sticks in traf-
fic," van Heuven said. "We got some 
good checks in and it kind of rattled 
them. They didn't shoot well be-
cause of our defensive pressure, they 
shot wide a lot." 
Senior goalie Brooke Andrews 
credited the overall defensive effort 
of the Bomber backfield in helping 
her save 10 shots on the day. 
''They held [Skidmore's] big 
scorer [senior Meghan Lawler] to 
zero goals," the tri-captain said. 
"Anytime the defense does their job 
like that it makes my job a lot eas-
ier." 
Lawler, the leading returning 
scorer from Skidmore, was an Up-
state Collegiate Athletic Association 
first-team all star last season. She 
notched 46 goals and eight assists 
on the year. 
The next scheduled opponent for 
the Bombers is eighth-ranked 
Cortland, a matchup that will be in-
tense regardless of the standings. 
"Cortland is always good," An-
drews said. "It doesn't matter if one 
team is better, it will be a huge 
game. We're going to be so 
pumped for it." 
The South Hill squad plays 
Cortland on Friday at 12:30 p.m. at 
Cornell's Schoellkopf Field. 
Fans and friends stay close in fantasy 
Online baseball leagues provide avenue for sqcial interaction 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
The mercury in the thermometer is rising, birds are 
chirping, and students have returned from exotic is-
lands with dark suntans. This can mean just one thing 
- baseball season is approaching. 
Millions of people, from ages 6 through 86, are dust-
ing off their gloves, warming up their arms and swing-
ing for the fences. 
With high school teams preparing for their season 
openers and collegiate teams traveling south to begin 
their seasons, many people are looking to Major 
League Baseball to see if St. Louis' Mark McGwire 
can make another charge toward the record books or 
if his teammate, Rick Ankiel, can recover from his wild 
postseason last October. 
Fans in cities that host Major League ballclubs 
are buying tickets for home games and searching 
for new team shirts and hats to 
whole. So many times we only see the large-mar-
ket clubs, but with this league I'll be looking for 
the smaller-market teams. I'll appreciate the game 
more with the exposure to good players and good 
teams." 
Senior David Missert said that while he does watch 
inore baseball because _of his fantasy league on Ya-
hoo! sports, he enjoys the interaction with friends 
most. 
"I enjoy the message board," said the second-year 
fantasy baseball player. "I like the trash-talking 
amongst friends in--tl!e league. The playful taunting 
at other people's teams""and themselves. It's all in good 
fun." 
Senior Clay Voorhees, who is in his second year 
playing Yahoo! fantasy baseball, said he also loves 
to taunt others, but it's also a way to keep up with 
people. 
"It allows you to stay in touch with old friends," 
wear at the games. But what ' ' It allows uou to 
about fans outside the cities in J · 
he said. "I enjoy the competition and 
the opportunity to taunt fellow 
league members. We give out the 
stay in touch with old "shady deal" award, which is given 
to the guy who rips off a fellow 
places like Montana or even Itha-
ca? 
Many students on the South Hill 
are not able to travel to New York 
City to watch the Yankees or Mets, 
but still want to be involved in Amer-
ica's pastime in some form. 
friends. I enjf»I the league member the most." 
- .-. Missert plays in three other games 
competition and the - basketball, college hoops . and 
stock market - but said baseball is 
Others just want a way to chan-
nel their love for the game or sim-
ply find a new form of procrastina-
opportunity to taunt his favorite. 
"It's a longer season," ·he said. fel/OW league mem- "It's more tactical. There are more 
tion from school work. 
, , categories to look at. With basketball, bers. it's hard to look at, but here there are 
That's where fantasy baseball fits 
in perfectly. Whether you are a fair-
weather fan or a diehard fan, there 
-CLAY VOORHEES twotypesofplayers-pitchersand 
_________ .,;;s.;;.e.,;;n.;.;io~r hitters." 
is a league for you on a number of different fantasy 
sports sites on the Internet. 
"It provides an avenue to keep up on the sport, get 
the inside information," said junior Jim Laudisio, who 
is in his first season of playing fantasy baseball. 
Laudisio said he had just finished a "slow-live 
draft" with some friends for his league on Sandbox 
sports. The draft, which gave owners 24 hours to 
make each pick, took Laudisio and friends close to 
two weeks to complete, but now that it is done, he's 
excited about making trades with other managers and 
following each player on his team, checking up on 
statistics every day. 
"It'JJ force me to keep up on players that I or-
dinarily wouldn't have an interest in," he said. "It'll 
help me get an appreciation for the league as a 
He added that while it is fim, it 
is also tough. 
"It's a skill to draft good players on your team," 
Missert said. "You spend many hours that should be 
spend on schoolwork researching the players. Good 
catchers and shortstops are hard to come by." 
Fantasy baseball is not only popular among stu-
dents, but also among professors and other profes-
sionals. 
"I have lots of friends who live around the coun-
try in different areas," said Assistant Professor Mead 
Loop, TV-R, who is in his first year playing fantasy 
baseball through Sandbox.com. "It's a good way to 
keep in touch with them." 
Voorhees may have summed up fantasy baseball 
the best. 
"It's a fun supplement to baseball." 
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Hungry crew enters season optimistic 
BY CHARLIE ELLSWORTH 
Staff Writer 
With eight varsity lettennen 
and three seniors returning for this 
year's crew season, Coach Dan 
Robinson 
expects an 
undefeat-
ed season 
r - - -
I 
! Men·s crew 
I 
L... - - • - - - - _j 
with what he calls one of the hun-
griest crews he's coached. 
"Some teams come out of fall 
and train with a hunger," Robinson 
said. "[They have] a clear goal in 
mind, talking about goals and do-
ing things on their own, [while] oth-
er teams are kind of nonchalant. 
This team ranks up there as far as 
being very hungry. These guys ap-
pear ... like they really want some-
thing." 
Senior coxswain Jeff Morris 
agrees, "Team unity wise, this is the 
strongest bodied team I've ever 
seen in the four years that I've been 
here .... everybody's so into the 
sport." 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
THE MEN'S CREW TEAM practices In the Cayuga inlet Friday. The team begins its spring season with a home race against Marist and 
Buffalo on Saturday. Ithaca is looking for Its first small school state championship since 1993. 
Morris leads the crew for the 
second straight year, while seniors 
Kris Walker· and Mike O'Hara 
also return to lead the Bombers. 
"' Walker, O'Hara, sophomore Jason 
Frank and junior Ben Reidell all sit 
in the middle of the boat, provid-
ing most of the power for the crew. 
Throughout the fall season and into 
winter and spring training, Frank 
and Reidell have been setting and 
breaking school records on the 
team's rowing machines. 
"Jason and Ben have been bat-
tling each otJier out for the 
boathouse record all winter," junior 
Mike Theeman said. "It changes 
weekly as to who has the 
strongest urge score or the 
boathouse record." 
On the ends, Theeman, Nate 
Early season meets 
to challenge squad 
BY JOHN DAVIS-i_' "We have two second-year row-
Sports,Edltor · ers (sophomore Sarah Rushnov 
~ - · '· and senior Amelia O'Hanlon) who 
With snow falling OJI the South are strong and will add to the boat, 
Hill'. land .strong ·Winds· ripping'. -the key will ·be the ability t<:> work · 
a c r o s s together and be a cohesive unit." 
Cay u_g a ···Robinson said. 
Lake; ,,the The Borilbers traveled to 
· _wo~~ 's . _ · · Gainesville/ Ga., during Spring 
crew·teanl'is'preparing for its first· Breaktotrain'atthesiteofthe 1996 · 
; race o,f the season, a_ ~-meet wit!i. Olympics. _ ·; · · 
· Marist amtBuffalo ori Saturday. · · : · · "Being able to fucus orione thing· 
· TJ:te ·team, consisting of six re- is important for them," Robii:ison 
· turning lettermen, will then play host said. "We were able to get a lot of 
to its most important meet of the sea- water time~ getting oriented to be-' 
son, a tri-meet with Williams and ing on the water and learning how 
William Smith on April 7, follo~ed to work together." 
by a tri-meet on April 8 against RIT She added that the squad was 
and Skidmore. able to get 2 1/2 times the work as 
''Last year, Williams was the top they do when practicing in Ithaca. 
Division III program in the United With the leadership of six re-
States and William Smith was the top turning lettermen, Robinson said the 
program in New York State," coach Blue and Gold have their sights set 
Becky Robinson said. "RIT was fast high. 
and won a lot of races this fall, so I "We want both the first and sec-
expect them to be a fast crew." ond varsity boats to win state 
Robinson said for her team to be championships and come in the top 
successful, it needs to be able to work three in our national champi-
as one unit, not eight individuals. onship." 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR MELINDA BOLGAR rows under the Instruction of Junior 
coxswain Jenna Ross during Friday's practice. 
Trythall and Brian Koltzau con-
tribute added balance and superb 
technique. 
Coming off of the yearly 
Spring Break trip to Atlanta, the 
team will face Marist University 
and the University of Buffalo on 
Saturday at the boathouse. Marist 
swept the Bombers last year and fin-
ished the season placing second at 
the state championships. 
Trythall is listed as questionable 
for Saturday's meet - he sprained 
an ankle while training with the 
team during break. In his place will 
most likely be junior Galen Bratton, 
who showed significant improve-
ment during the Atlanta trip. 
The Bombers hope to capitalize 
on a fall season that included 
medals at the Stonehurst Invita-
tional (Ithaca's first medal in the 
heavyweight eight at that regatta), 
the Philadelphia Frostbite and a 
school-best, fourth-place finish at 
the Head-of-the-Charles race. 
Now in his 14th year as 
Bombers' head coach, Robinson 
has led the heavyweight crew to 
a 75-78 record in addition to win-
ning the New York State Small 
School Championship in 1993 
and placing second in 1990 and 
l 99 l. The men's lightweight 
crew is 68-32 under Robinson, in-
cluding undefeated records m 
1992 ( 12-0) and 1994 (9-0) and 
won state titles in 1990, 1994 and 
1996. 
.,Ithaca runs toward outdoor season 
Men hope past success will lead to a,nother New York title 
BY BILL D'ELIA 
Staff Writer 
The Bombers will be looking to 
use their first place finish at states 
and their 
s i x·.t h 
place fin-
ish at the 
. Men's outdo-a~ --1 
track and field j 
43-team ECACs during the indoor 
season to propel them into outdoor 
success .. 
· "We were shooting for higher at 
'ECACs," junior tri-captain James 
Donegan said. "But our first place 
finish at states during ·the indoor 
season will definitely help build our 
confidence." 
Teain members like freshman 
hurdler Greg Hobbs said they 
think the move outdoors will 
help them improve in the spring 
season. 
"I definitely think that being out-
doors will help," Hobbs said. 
"The hurdles switch from 55-me-
ters to HO-meters, and I can ac-
celerate better through the 110-me-
ters," 
· The South Hill squad will be 
looking for big seasons out of 
freshman Chris Ry.er, who won an-
individual state title in the 55-me- · 
ter dash indoors, and freshman Jim 
Ravener, who won an individual 
state title in the 500-meter run. 
The big meets for the Bombers 
this season will be the Ithaca Invi-
. tational, the Penn Relays arid the 
Westwind Invitational. 
·''The home invitational will 
definitely be big because it will let 
us 'go out and show that we are still 
the number one Division m 
team," Hobbs said. "The Penn Re-
lays will also be big if we make 
them because lots of Division I 
schools are there, and we think we 
can compete well against them." 
Freshman distance runner 
Mike Styczynski stressed the im-
portance of the opening meet, the 
Westwind Invitational. 
"It's important because since it's 
the first meet of the season, it will 
\et us know- ·where we i,tand," he 
said. _ · · · 
Donegan and the Bombers 
want their dominance to carry 
over from both the indoor season 
and the cross country season by 
winning another state champ1-
. _onship. 
: :. -; -"Qur-. goal- js·. to win states 
. again;"·he-said. "It would be nice 
. to win.a state championship in cross 
. country, _.inaoor track and outdoor 
track." 
The Blue and Gold will kick off 
the season when it competes at the 
Westwind Invitational at West 
Point on Saturday. 
Women to begin push toward fourth straight state championship 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
First-year coach Matt Belfield 
and the Bombers begin their season 
looking to expand on successes 
from seasons past. 
The Blue and Gold has a strong 
team, including five returning 
members who set school records last 
y e a r . 
There are 
many oth-
er return-
ing members as well as some new, 
yet essential, additions to the 
team. 
"Coach Nichols did a great job 
recruiting last year," Belfield said. 
"I inherited a very good team 
when I came here." 
With such a strong team, Ithaca 
will attempt to win its fourth 
straight New York State Collegiate 
Track Conference championship. 
After placing 10th at the cross 
country nationals in the fall, the 
team's distance runners are sure to 
be a significant factor in the team's 
success. In the distance category, 
key runners are sophomore Erin 
Boshe, who finished one spot 
away from All-American in the 
10,000-meter run last spring, and 
freshman Amanda Laytham, a 
cross country All-American. 
Senior Melissa Antunes, who 
earned All-State honors last spring 
in the 400-meter dash, will be an im-
portant part of the sprinting 
ever.ts. She is joined by another All-
State winner, senior tri-captain 
Ann-Marie Dionne, who won All-
State in 1999 but missed last 
year's season due to knee and 
back problems. 
Senior Lauren Byler is Ithaca's 
top middle distance runner. She is 
an All-American and holds two 
school records. 
Seniors Beckie Kravitz and 
Amanda Miller, along with fifth-year 
graduate student Shari Wilkins, are 
the top throwers for the team. 
"We pick up so many throwers 
in the outdoor season," senior tri-
captain Christine Dittnch said. 
"Beckie Kravitz and Shari Wilkins 
are commg back, and they arc go-
ing to have a great impact." 
Dittrich, who holds a school 
record in the triple Jump and near-
ly reached nationals in the indoor 
season, is another important mem-
ber to the team. Belfield said she is 
resting an injured foot and will re-
tum to competition soon. 
The team has been forced to 
overcome inclement weather to 
get in its practice time. 
"It hinders quite a bit," Belfield 
said about the weather. "We have to 
be creative in our workout. 
"We use the steps in Cerrache. 
We clear off the track, and we run 
hills on the sidewalk. Next week, we 
might have to go over to Cornell in 
the mornings and use the facilities 
for technical work like the pole 
vault, high jump and hurdles." 
Belfield said he has an ex-
tremely positive outlook concerning 
the upcoming season. He is confi-
dent that his team will be success-
ful and said he feels that 1t will be 
a favorite in the state compet1t1on. 
Dittrich agrees with Belfield 
that the team looks to be a suc-
cessful one. 
"We have a very strong team," 
she said. "We won states indoors. 
and many of our strong pomts are 
events th.!t are outdoors. 
"Coming off such a successful 
mdoor season, thmgs can only 
pick up." 
The track and field season 
will kick off at Susquehanna 
Saturday. 
-~ 
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Saturday 
Men's lacrosse 
BY DAVID DONOAVAN 
Staff Writer 
The men's lacrosse team ignited some 
offensive explosions while routing confer-
ence rival Elmira, 22-6, Saturday and ex-
tending its winning streak to a team-record 
11 games. 
The Bombers got hot early when fresh-
·-·· man midfielder Josh Marksberry drove to 
' the cage, scoring the game's first goal and 
drawing a penalty that set up an extra-man 
goal by sophomore midfielder Dennis 
Juleff, part of a 4-0 run over the first four 
minutes. 
After a time0ut, a brief defensive 
struggle began as the hard-checking 
Bomber defense kept the Eagles (1-4) from 
getting many good looks at sophomore 
goalie Ryan Martin. 
But a pretty one-timer from freshman at-
tacker Brian Pilger to junior attacker Sam 
Griffo started another scoring burst, as Itha-
ca scored five goals in five minutes late in 
the second half to put the game away. 
The game was marked by intermittent, 
blustery snow, which forced the game to 
the artificial turf at Cornell's Schoellkopf 
Field. 
Ithaca plays at RIT on Saturday. 
Women's lacrosse 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer ,. 
The women's lacrosse team lost its first 
match of the season, 11-10, in overtime to 
Rochester. 
The Blue and Gold, ranked 18th in the 
latest national poll, was paced by senior tn-
captain Kelly Bliss, who scored four 
points on the afternoon. 
Her goal with 25 seconds left to go in 
regulation tied up the game and forced over-
time. 
The Bombers and the Yellowjackets 
played more than 16 minutes of overtime 
before Rochester finally notched the 
game-winning goal with 4:14 left in the ex-
tra frame, thanks to attacker, midfielder 
Jessica Lerman. 
This is the third straight year that the 
Blue and Gold dropped its first match of 
the season to the Yellowjacl&ts. 
Freshman Michelle Schlegel also 
scored four points in the game, providing 
two goals to go with two assists. 
Bomber sophomores Jessica Welch and 
Erica Granzin each added three unassisted 
goals. 
Senior tri-captain Brooke Andrews 
played solidly in goal, making 17 saves for 
the South Hill squad. 
The next match for the Bombers will be 
at Skidmore at 4 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Sunday 
Softball 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Staff Writer 
The softball team, ranked 10th in the 
latest national poll, lost three out of four 
games Saturday and Sunday at the Mont-
clair/William Patterson Tournament in 
New Jersey. 
Ithaca lost both games it played Sun-
day - a 6-0 decision to Bridgewater St. 
and a 5-1 decision to William Paterson to 
finish up its New Jersey trip. 
In Game 1 Saturday, the South Hill 
squad surrendered three unearned runs in 
the eighth inning and fell to Muhlenberg, 
5-3. 
The Bombers held a 2-1 advantage af-
ter the fourth inning on the strength of an 
RBI triple by sophomore Elizabeth Yentema 
(three hits) and an RBI single by freshman 
Meghan Hannon. 
Muhlenberg tied the game in the sixth 
inning after an RBI triple by catcher 
Meghan Woods, and then used three hits, 
two walks and two Bomber errors in the 
eighth inning to take the lead for good. 
Sophomore rightfielder Kim Stephens 
had two hits for the Blue and Gold, who 
played the first game without senior Lau-
ra Remia, junior Mairin Dudek and junior 
Kristin Furdon. 
Sophomore pitcher Abby Hanrahan 
picked up the loss in relief of sophomore 
Rachel Meth. 
The Bombers bounced back in Game 2 
against previously undefeated Montclair 
State, winning, 3-1, behind a five-hit, one-
run performance on the mound by Hanra-
han. Remi_a singled in the winning run in 
the seventh inning to hand Montclair its first 
loss of the season. 
Yentema, who was the designated hitter, 
JOE PASTERISrrHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR FIRST BASEMAN Laura Remia fields a ball during practice In the Ben Light 
Gymnasium March 2. Ithaca lost three of four games over the weekend to drop to 7-6. 
euroP.~Ul~udoet 
SEMI N ~ R 
Learn everything you need to know about traveling to Europe on a budget Our free seminar covers: 
0 Discount Airfares • How to Get Around • Budget Accommodations 
o What You Need to Know Before You Go • Planning Your Itinerary 
• Tours • Trave! Safety 
Enter to win a trip to Europe 
Other giveaways include: rail passes, travel gear, travel books and more!! 
Date: April 4 Time: 4 to 6 p.m. 
Place: The Statler Hotel Pennsylvania Room 
Council Trar~l ~-- -w w w ,· co u ~ c i. L t_-r ·ave L • c; m 
. . . 
KR STIN SAMPIERE/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR GOALIE BROOKE ANDREWS works on her technique In the Ben Light 
Gymnasium March 19. Ithaca lostto Rochester Saturday, 11-10, In overtime. 
contributed two hits and junior centerfielder 
Kim Sebastiao added two hits to lead the 
Bombers offensively. 
Dudek drew three walks in the game, in-
cluding one in the top of the seventh inning 
that led to her eventually scoring the win-
ning run. 
The lone victory of the weekend 
marked the 300th in the tenure of coach Deb 
Pallozzi 
Remia went homerless for the 12th 
straight game, her only home run this sea-
son came in her first at bat of the opening 
game. She remains eight home runs behind 
the College of New Jersey's Michelle 
Carlson '95. 
The South Hill squad's doubleheader at 
Rensselaer Monday has been postponed and 
rescheduled for April 11. 
The Blue and Gold will return to the field 
when it travels to Alfred to battle the Sax-
ons in a doubleheader on Saturday at I p.m. 
Ithaca will play its home opener against 
rival Cortland on Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
Monday 
Men's tennis 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
On a cold, windy day in Elmira, the 
South Hill squad defeated the Soaring Ea-
gles, 6-1, Monday, improving its record to 
6-3. 
Sophomore Scott Rubens won at No. I 
singles; sophomore Michael Medvin was 
victorious at No. 3 singles; senior Ari 
Roberts won at No. 4 singles; junior Brian 
Pare won at No. 5 singles; and freshman 
Blair Watkins was victorious at No. 6 sin-
gles. 
Ithaca swept all three doubles matches 
to earn the sixth point. 
The win was the Bombers first since re-
turning north from its Spring Break trip to 
Hilton Head, S.C. Saturday's match against the 
Golden Flyers o(Nazareth was postponed. 
MORE SPORTS 
ONLINE! 
,----~·---, 
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Log on to www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
and find out about your favorite sports teams. 
,, 
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Scoreboard 
Baseball (6-4) 
• Wednesday, March 28 
Hhaca vs. Oswego, ppd. 
Gymnastics (4-1) 
• Saturday, March 24 
Hhaca placed sixth out of eight teams 
at the National Collegiate Gymnastics 
Association championship at 
Wisconsin-Stout. 
Men's lacrosse (3-0) 
• Wednesday, March 28 
Hhaca at Oswego, 7:30 p.m. 
• Saturday, March 24 
Hhaca def. Bmlra, 22-6. 
Women's lacrosse (3-1) 
• Tuesday, March 27 
Ithaca def. Skidmore, 9-5. 
• Saturday, March 24 
Rochester def. Ithaca, 11-1 o OT. 
Softball (7-6) 
• Monday, March 26 
Ithaca at RPI, ppd. 
• Sunday, March 25 
Bridgewater St. def. Ithaca, 6-0. 
William Patterson def. Ithaca, 5-1. 
• Saturday, March 24 . 
Muhlenberg def. Ithaca, 5-3. 
Hhaca def. Montclair St., 3-1. 
Men's tennis 
• Wednesday, March 28 
Ithaca vs. St John F1Sher, ppd. 
• Monday, March 26 
Hhaca def. Bmlra, 6-1. 
Women's tennis (13-4) 
• Saturday, March 24 
Ithaca def. Nazareth, 6-3.· 
Sport 
Shorts 
Blue and Gold drop four 
The field hockey team played in an-
other off-season tournament Sunday at 
Cortland. The Bombers faced Cortland, 
Rochester and the Central New York 
Continued from page 10 
erations ofalumni, and it has failed itself. The 
administration's inability or unwillingness to 
divest from Sodexho-Marriott is disappoint-
ing. 
IC has prided itself on being integrated 
into the community. Ithaca has devoted it-
self to producing good citizens. Its creed, 
"Commitment to Excellence," should mean 
something. When the college acts contrary 
to its principles, the institution and the prin-
ciples must be scrutinized. 
President Williams and the board of 
trustees have dropped the ball. A contract may 
be a contract, but the price of one's values 
are much higher than any settlement that may 
ultimately result from opting out of a deal 
with Sodexho. 
Sodexho's dealing in the prison industry are 
incompatible with this academic institution. It 
must end. and it must end soon. The failing of 
this administration to do so is incompatible with 
the greater principles of this college. 
It is my sincere hope that the adminis-
tration will rectify this situation by revers-
ing her wrongful, initial decision. 
STEVE MAY '98 
Thinking about what to do 
with your spare time? 
Be a part of 
the 
knock-out 
Ithacan team! 
274-3208. 
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Schedule 
, . 
Today's game 
Baseball at Mansfield, 3 p.m. 
Friday's game 
Women's lacrosse vs. Cortland at 
Cornell, 12:30 p.m. 
Saturday's games 
Baseball vs. St. John Fisher (2), noon. 
Softball at Alfred (2), 1 p.m. 
Men's lacrosse at RIT, 1 :30 p.m. 
Men's tennis vs. Kenyon at 
Rochester, 3:30 p.m. 
Men's crew vs. Marist and Buffalo, TBA 
Women's crew vs. Marist and 
Buffalo, TBA 
Women's track and field at Army, TBA 
Men's track and field at Army, TBA 
Sunday's game 
Women's tennis at Vassar, 1 p.m. 
Tuesday's games 
Baseball vs. Cortland, 3 p.m. 
Men's tennis at Oneonta, 4 p.m. 
Wednesday's games 
Softball vs. Cortland (2), 3 p.m. 
Men's lacrosse vs. Geneseo, 4 p.m. 
BTNumbers 
4 Members of this season's 
gymnastics team remaining from 
the 1998 national championship 
squad. · 
305 Coaching victories in the career 
of the softball team's Deb Pallozzi. 
Team, a club team that features mostly old-
er women and includes Ithaca's head 
coach Tracey Houk and assistant coach 
Nicole Sgobbo. Ithaca lost all three of its 
games during the indoor tournament 
while the Central New York Team won the 
tournament. 
Women win two straight 
The women's tennis team (13-4) re-
bounded from their 1-2 start in Georgia dur-
ing Spring Break to wins over William Smith 
and Nazareth, both by scores of 6-3. Senior 
Casey Clark and freshmen Meghan Carroll 
I 
. . . 
. Athlete· of the week 
Kelly Bliss, 
women's lacrosse 
The senior tri-capta1n tallied six points on the week, leading 
the Bombers to a split of two games. The attacker notched four 
points in the Blue and Gold's 11-10 overtime loss to Rochester 
Saturday, netting the game-tying goal to force the extra time with 
25 seconds left on the clock. Bliss produced a goal and an assist 
Tuesday when the South Hill squad knocked off Skidmore on the 
road, 9-5. The senior scored an unassisted goal with 12:42 
remaining on the clock in the first half and assisted on junior Amy 
Turner's goal 7:20 later, giving her eight goals and four assists on 
the year. Bliss is an exercise science major from Manlius, N.Y. 
Sticking it to 'em 
Women's lacrosse 
Ithaca at Skidmore 
March27 
Ithaca 9, Skidmore 5 
Ithaca goals-assists: Dayna Johnson 2-0, 
Jessica Welch 2-0, Erica Granzin 1-1, Kelly 
Bliss 1-1, Michelle Schlegel 1-0, Lauren 
Smith 1-0, Amy Turner 1-0, Calyn Acebes 
0-1. 
Skidmore g-a: Kristen Dutcher 2-0, Manuella 
DeBarros 2-0, Jackie Flanagan 1-0, Bridget 
O'Connor 0-1, Adriana Picariello 0-1. 
Saves: Brooke Andrews (I) 10, Allie 
Bemsetein (S) 10. 
and Paige Watkins all won in straight sets. 
Clark and Carroll teamed up later that day 
to win their doubles match. 
In the Nazareth match, Watkins, Carroll 
and sophomore Heather Spann were vic-
torious in their singles match, and all of 
the doubles teams competing for the 
Bombers were winners for the second 
straight meet. 
Softball applications due 
Applications for intramural softball 
are due to Room 102 in the Hill Center by 
Friday at 5 p.m. 
Let your 
Came up short 
Gymnastics 
National Collegiate Gymnastics 
Association championship 
March23 
Team Scores: 1. Wisconsin-La Crosse 
182.525; 2. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 180.350; 
3. Cortland 178.500; 4. Ursinus (Pa.) 
176.575; 5. Gustavus Adolphus (Minn.) 
175.475; 6. Ithaca 174.100; 7. Wisconsin-
Stout 173.600; 8. Springfield (Mass.) 
173.225. 
- the team won a national title in 1998. 
Compiled by John Davis, sports editor. 
Intramural championships 
Soccer playoffs 
Co-REC PRO 
Geu def. Danielle's Team, 9-7. 
We Scored in More Ways Than One def. 
Mandy's Midgets, 1-0. 
Field Hockey playoffs 
MEN'S PRO 
Scrubby Pines def. Team Diable, 9-6. 
Tubes Hockey Team def. Ice Capeds, 9-5. 
Co-REC PRO 
Team Chase def. Party in Our Pants 
Again, 8-7. 
be heard! 
Sound off on The lthacan's Opinion page! 
The Ithacan reaches over 5,500 readers a week. 
If you've got something to say to the campus, 
here's your chance. 
Drop your letters off at 269 Roy H. Park Hall or e-mail them to ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
FREE. 
0 MINUTE SESSION' 
• With Any Purchaso of $20 or Moro 
• FIRST SESSION ONLY 
· r;nFJr; · n - ~ 
TANNDIG 
Special 
50o/o OFF 
ANY LODONS * 
When You Buy 
Any Package ! 
* excludes x-treme tan 
.. 
... 
.. , 
Event of the Week 
Aging Prisoners 
Learn more about the issues facing older 
inmates during a discussion on prisoners 
aging behind bars on Wednesday. I The Ithacand . a en ·ar; 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 29,.2001 
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FOUR-DAY WEATHER FORECAST 
Today Friday 
Rain and 
snow 
r-llllii.,_._....., High: 46° 
Low: 34° 
Showers 
i-.....,.,,,. ... ,_. High: 52° 
Low: 34° 
Showers 
r-'"-_... .... High: 52° 
Low: 38° 
Scattered 
showers 
i-...__,.....,..., High: 54° 
Low: 30° 
Forecast issued.by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
TODAY. 
' . 
Ithaca College Jazz Series -
Performance sponsored by the 
Ithaca College Jazz Club from 
noon to 1 p.m. in Clark Lounge. 
Online Registration Information 
Session - 12:05 p.m. In Textor 
103. 
Amnesty International Meeting 
- 12:10 p.m. in Friends 210. 
Special Academic Opportuni-
ties Information Meeting - The 
Office of the Provost and Vice 
President for Academic Affairs is 
holding this informational meeting 
to broaden awareness about 
exceptional academic opportuni-
ties. 12:1 O p.m. in Textor 102. 
Prayer Meeting - 12: 10 p.m. in 
Friends 301. 
Sign Club Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 204. 
ASIC Meeting- 7 p.m. to 
midnight in CNS 112. 
SETA Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 203. 
"Environmental Justice: The 
Politics of Pollution" - Oren 
Lyons, Onondaga Chief and 
Faith keeper of the Turtle Clan, 
Haudensaunee (Iroquois) and 
associate professor of American 
Studies at SUNY Buffalo, speaks 
for the C.P. Snow Lecture Series. 
7:30 p.m. m Park Auditorium. 
Side Show - The boundaries of 
"normal" are redefined by a set of 
twins in this Bill Russell musical. 8 
p.m. in Dillingham Center, Clark 
Theatre. Also on Friday, Saturday, 
Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 
p.m. 
Faculty Percussion Recital -
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
SPORTS 
Baseball at Mansfield at 3 p.m. 
I I~ 11 )J\ Y 
Little Slbs Weekend - Begins at 
5 p.m. and goes until noon on 
Sunday. 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in 
-~ Muller Chapel. 
. ~ .. ·, 
SAB Films - "Break a Guinness 
World Record Contest." 7 p.m., 9 
p.m. and midnight in Textor 102. 
Faculty Recital - Deborah 
Montgomery, soprano, Kim 
Dunnick, trumpet, and Pablo 
Cohen, guitar, perform at 8:15 p.m. 
in the Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
., SATURDAY 
' " -
Ithaca Today! - Program for stu-
dents accepted into the School of 
Business and the School of Health 
Sciences and Human Perfor-
mance. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Phillips 
Hall. 
Wind and Percussion 
Invitational Concert - Concert 
Band and Symphonic Band.per-
form at 1 O a.m. High school 
ensembles perform at 1 p.m. Wind 
ensemble performs at 2:30 p.m. 
Performances in Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Ivory Towers - Dungeon and 
Dragon's game from 1 p.m. to 5 
p.m. in Friends 302. 
SAB Films - "Break a Guinness 
World Record Contest." 7 p.m., 
9 p.m. and midnight in Textor 
102. 
SPORTS 
Women's Outdoor Track and 
Field at Susquehanna 
Invitational at 10 a.m. 
in Selinsgrove, Penn. 
Crew vs. Maris! and Buffalo 
at 10 a.m. at the Cayuga inlet. 
Women's Lacrosse vs. Cortland 
at 1 p.m. 
Spftball doubleheader at Alfred 
at 1 p.m. 
Baseball vs. St. John Fisher 
at 1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse at RIT at 1 :30 
p.m. 
Men's Outdoor Track and Field 
at Army at 10 p.m. 
· SUN()AY 
Protestant Services -
11 :30 a.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 p.m. and 
9 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
SAB Films - "Break a Guinness 
World Record Contest'' at 3 p.m. 
in Textor 102. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting -
4 p.m. in Williams 221. 
Ariadne String Quartet -
4 p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Joules Graves Concert -
8 p.m. in Klinqenstein Lounge. 
ATTENTION, SHOPPERS ... 
.,.. 
COURTESY OF MARTA POV EDA 
LEFT TO RIGHT, Judy and Jay Schlesinger, first-year student Sandra Poveda, Gustavo Izaguirre, 
Bill Clinton, first-year student Marta Poveda and Rafa Seco pose for a picture during Spring Break. 
The students met the former president outside of a grocery store in his new home town of 
Chippequa, N.Y. The students were visiting their host parent's brother. The host parent is 
Associate Professor Warren Schlesinger, acc::ounting. 
Sponsored by ICES and CC&A. 
Faculty Voice Recital -
Elizabeth Koch, soprano, 
performs at 8:15 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
1\-10NDAY 
Sept. 2001 Applications for 
Graduation Due to Registrar 
Gene Rice Opening 
Presentation: The New 
American Scholar and the New 
Scholarship - Gene Rice, 
Director of the AAHE forum on 
Faculty Roles and Rewards, talks 
about issues dealing with the 
changing nature of the academy 
and implications for higher educa-
tion. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Garden and Suite Housing 
Lottery Selection - 6-person 
Garden Apts. and Terrace Suites 
at 6 p.m.; 4-person Garden Apts. 
and 5-person Terrace Suites at 
6:30 p.m.; 2-Person Garden Apts. 
ranked 1 - 50 at 7:15 p.m.; 2-per-
son GardenApts. 51+ at 8:15 p.m. 
in Emerson Suites 8 and C. 
John Bird, Lecture on Percy 
Grainger - 7 p.m. in the Recital 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
CSN LEARN Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 204. 
IC Republicans Meeting -
8 p.m. in the North Meeting Room. 
CNS Meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Williams 222. 
Elective Sophomore Recital -
Christopher Wilson, piano, 
performs with guest Brenna 
Edgerton, viola, at 9 p.m. in the 
Nabenhaeur Room, Whalen 
Center. 
lllJ'-il)1\Y 
Prayer Mooting -:--12:10 p.m. 
in Friends 301. 
Online Registration Information 
Session-12:10 p.m. in Textor 
102. 
VDS Teach-ln-12:10 p.m. 
in Textor 101. 
What are the implications of the 
changing academy for Hhaca 
College? - Gene Rice, Director of 
the AAHE Forum on Faculty Roles 
and Rewards, will lead this discus-
sion that will include a panel of fac-
ulty respondents: Betsy Keller, 
Exercise and Sport Science; Mary 
Ann Rishel, Writing; and Michael 
Twomey, English. All faculty are 
encouraged to attend this important 
discussion. 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in 
Emerson Suite A. 
Public Screening of the Movie: 
"My Own Country" - Movie is 
based on Verghese's book "My 
Own Country." Event is related to 
Abraham Verghese's lecture on 
April 4, 2001 - "The Making of 
Meaning in a Medical Life." 5:30 
p.m. In Textor 102. 
Protestant Community Bible 
Class - 5:30 p.m. in CNS 118. 
SWE Meeting - 7 p.m. in Friends 
207. 
Tough Guise: Violence, Media 
and the Crisis in Masculinity -
A multimedia presentation exam-
ining how mainstream media 
images - from sports, television, 
Hollywood film and music video -
help to promote violent masculini-
ty as a cultural norm. 7:30 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites. 
PASE Meeting - 8 p.m. 
in Friends 204. 
SETA Meeting - 8 p.m. 
in Friends 203. 
Faculty ZAP - LGBT O&A 
professors telling their life stories. 
8 p.m. in Textor 101. 
Symphony Orchestra Concert 
- 8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
-~_SPORTS 
Baseball vs. Cortland at 3 p.m. 
Men's Tennis at Oneonta at 4 p.m. 
\VED~ESDAY 
Older Prisoners: Aging Behind 
Bars - Workshop about issues 
facing older inmates. Specialized 
services, prisoners' physical and 
mental health, retraining and edu-
cation, among other things will be 
explored. Advance registration 
required. $15. Call 274-1965 for· 
more information. 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
in the North Meeting Room. 
Asia Society Meeting- 7 p.m. 
in Friends 209. 
Circle K Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 219. 
AAF Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 222. 
Poetry and Fiction Reading -
Poet Reginald Shepherd and fic-
tion writer Stephen Gutierrez read 
some of their original work. 7:30 
p.m. in the Handwerker Gallery. 
"The Making of Meaning in a 
Medical Life" - The new major in 
Health Policy Studies announces 
the inaugural speaker for the 
Health, Policy and Culture Lecture 
Series, Abraham Verghese, profes-
sor of medicine and author of "My 
Own Country" and "The Tennis 
Partner." 7:30 p.m. in Textor 102. 
SOAR Meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 205. 
CSN IDEAS Meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 302. · 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed In the cale11dar. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall, Ithaca 
College. For more information, 
contact Calendar Manager 
Caroline Ligaya at 274-3208 or 
fax at 274-1565. 
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